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 GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS*

 INNA KUPREEVA

 Galen characterizes his theory of elements as both Hippocratic and Aristotelian. While the

 attribution to Hippocrates was duly questioned,1 the Aristotelian provenance of the main
 gist of the theory was accepted without controversy. Galen's overall motives for adopting
 Aristotle's system have also been rightly regarded as consistent with his commitment to a

 strong version of teleology, rejection of atomism, and avowed scepticism with regard to
 some more speculative philosophical questions. 2

 My goal in this paper is to consider Galen's argument for the Aristotelian view in the
 treatise The elements according to Hippocrates (de Elementis ex Hippocrate). His account
 differs from the expositions of the theory of elements we find in the Aristotelian corpus.

 The difference can be explained by the polemical nature of his discussion, but only up to a

 point. The polemical framework helps to bring out some peculiar features of Galen's
 reading of Aristotle, but the reading itself stems from Galen's original philosophical
 position. Galen argues for a qualitative account of the elements against the corpuscularist
 view defended by atomists and Asclepiades. In doing so, he treats qualitative change as a
 necessary condition of sentience in a strong sense and commits himself to a particular
 reading of Aristotle's theory of sense perception, anticipating the iiteralist' position in
 modern scholarly debates.3 He then argues against the purely qualitativist view of
 elements offered by the Pneumatists, followers of the Stoics. In doing so, he develops the

 analysis of the elements as simple bodies constituted by prime matter and the simple
 quality or qualitative principle. No such analysis is found in Aristotle, but it is attested for

 some Peripatetic sources of Galen's age. In his analysis of the element as a qualified body
 Galen draws on the conceptual framework of the Aristotelian Categories.

 * I am grateful to Peter Adamson for his comments on the earlier version of the paper, which helped

 improve it, and to Peter Adamson and Rotraud Hansberger for their editorial help.

 1 See R. J. Hankinson, 'Philosophy of nature', in The Cambridge companion to Galen ,
 ed. R. J. Hankinson (Cambridge 2008) 210-24 (211).

 2 On teleology, see H. von Staden, Teleology and mechanism: Aristotelian biology and early
 Hellenistic medicine', in Aristotelische Biologie: Intentionen , Methoden , Ergebnisse ,
 ed. W. Kulimann and S. Föllinger (Stuttgart 1997) 183-208; on rejection of atomism, Hankinson,
 'Philosophy of nature' (n.l, above); on scepticism with respect to the questions outside the
 physician's remit, see M. Frede, 'On Galen's Epistemology', in Galen : problems and prospects ,
 ed. V. Nutton (London 1981) 65-86, and Galen, On my own opinions , ed., trans., comm. V. Nutton,
 CMG 5.3.2 (Berlin 1999) 47-49.

 3 For a detailed map of the modern discussion, see V. Caston, 'The spirit and the letter: Aristotle on

 perception', in Metaphysics, soul, and ethics in ancient thought : themes from the work of Richard
 Sorabji , ed. R. Salles (Oxford 2005) 245-320.
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 1 54 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 1. Hippocrates meets Aristotle: the starting points of Galen 's exegesis

 Galen wrote de Elementis ex Hippocrate ( Hipp.Elem .) during his second sojourn in Rome,

 when he composed a series of physiological treatises which included also Mixtures ,
 Natural capacities ( Nat.Fac .), The best constitution of our bodies , Semen , and The
 shaping of the embryo 4 Along with The doctrines of Hippocrates and Plato {PHP) and
 The function of the parts of the body,5 these works are regarded as programmatic for his

 rationalist outlook in medical philosophy. The most important principle reiterated by
 Galen in all of them is that of natural teleology. His theories of elements and elemental
 mixtures or temperaments are intended as its direct extensions, which together form the

 foundation of Galen's humouralist physiology.
 In the de Elementis ex Hippocrate , Galen presents his theory of elements in the

 course of polemical exegesis of the first section of Hippocratic treatise de Natura Hominis

 ( Nat.Hom .). This Hippocratic treatise was clearly regarded by Galen as a very important
 text. To our knowledge, he devoted to it a total of three separate works: de Elementis, the

 commentary on de Natura Hominis in three books, and a lost treatise On the agreement
 between ' The nature of man ' and Hippocrates ' views in other works , also in three books.6

 The commentary, written also during the long second sojourn in Rome, but later than the
 de Elementis , belongs to the genre of line-by-line commentaries, with lemmata, and
 detailed discussion of the text.7 The de Elementis , aptly described by Jacques Jouanna as a
 'synthetic commentary', also contains textual discussions, but is mainly devoted to
 questions of doctrine.8

 The first section of de Natura Hominis contains the most extensive exposition of the

 principles of humouralism in the Hippocratic corpus.9 The question whether Hippocrates
 accepted the four elements of the philosophers is controversial. In his commentary on
 Nat.Hom ., Galen complains that his elaborate arguments for the elements in de Elementis
 were ignored by some unnamed critics who declared that the treatise de Natura Hominis is

 inauthentic. The question of the attribution of the treatise to Hippocrates is old. Anonymus

 4 J. Ilberg, 'Ueber die Schriftstellerei des Klaudios Galenos', Rheinisches Museum für Philologie
 N.F. I 44 (1889) 207-39; II 47 (1892) 489-514; III 51 (1896) 165-96; IV 52 (1897) 591-623, II
 504-05, 513; Galen: On the elements according to Hippocrates , ed., trans., with intro. and comm.
 by Ph. De Lacy, CMG 5.1.2 (Berlin 1996) 42-45.

 5 Whose composition was started earlier, Ilberg, 'Schriftstellerei' (n.4, above) 1217-19, 228-29; II,
 512.

 6 Galen, HNH XV. 107 K = 56.4-6 Mewaldt; Lib.Prop. 6.1, 155.15-22 Boudon-Millot (lacuna in
 Kühn); XIX 36.1 1-17 K = 9.12, 161.14-20 Boudon-Millot.

 7 On this commentary, see J. Jouanna, 4 La lecture du traite hippocratique de la Nature de l'homme
 par Galien', in Le commentaire entre tradition et innovation , ed. M.-O. Goulet-Cazé (Paris 2000)
 273-99, on Galen's Hippocratic commentaries D. Manetti and A. Roselli, 'Galeno commentatore di
 Ippocrate', in ANRW 2.37.2, ed. W. Haase (Berlin 1994) 1529-1635, on Galen's commentaries in
 general, R. Flemming, 'Commentary', in The Cambridge companion to Galen , ed. R. J. Hankinson
 (Cambridge 2008) 323-54.

 8 Jouanna, 'La lecture du traité hippocratique' (n.7, above) 279.

 9 Hippocrate, L 'art de la medecine , eds J. Jouanna and C. Magdelaine (Paris 1999) 165-66.
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 1 55

 Londinensis10 attributes the doctrine of humours and qualities stated in Nat.Hom. 3-4 to
 Polybus (Med. XIX 2, 1-18 Manetti). Aristotle in HA III.3, 512b-513a attributes to
 Polybus the description of vessels which corresponds to the one found in Nat.Hom. 11.

 Galen is well aware of this authorship problem. The question of authenticity is
 important for him not just as a matter of historical accuracy: he wants his own theory of
 elements to be authoritative in the community of medical intellectuals, and the best
 available authority is, of course, that of Hippocrates. It is Galen's working assumption that
 Hippocrates himself is the author of the first part of the treatise (Nat.Hom. 1-8), but he
 says that he is not worried by the attribution to Polybus, as long as it is agreed that the
 doctrines related by Polybus do go back to Hippocrates himself. 1 1 His main concern is
 with the position of those unnamed critics who appealed to the spuriousness of the treatise

 while arguing against the attribution of the theory of four elements to Hippocrates.12 It is

 clear from Galen's discussion in the commentary that it is mainly in order to refute this
 position that he composed the lost treatise on the agreement between de Natura Hominis
 and the Hippocratic doctrines in the rest of the corpus. 13

 Galen himself used the weapon of athetesis in similar cases: we have evidence that he

 did not recognize as genuine the treatise On ancient medicine , whose author clearly
 speaks against adopting the four cosmic elements as principles of medical theory. This
 passage comes from Galen's commentary on Epidemics II (composed after 193): 14

 10 Anonymus Londinensis, de Medicina , ed. D. Manetti (Berlin 201 1).

 11 Galen, HNH XV. 11. 14- 12.4 K = 8.22-28 Mewaldt; XV.13.1 1-14.1 K = 9.19-24 Mewaldt. Galen
 mentions a lost treatise On the genuine and spurious works of Hippocrates, where it is argued that the

 received text of de Natura Hominis is composite, consisting of the two original parts, namely, the
 treatise on elements (Nat.Hom. 1-8) and On regimen in health which go back to Hippocrates (the
 former being likely to be by Hippocrates, the latter by Polybus), and the spurious second book, an
 interpolation added in the Alexandrian period. See HNH XV.9. 16-1 1.10 K = 7.21-8.18 Mewaldt;
 XV. 108. 1-109. 14 K = 57.4-21 Mewaldt, cf. XV.105.2-10 K = 55.6-14 Mewaldt. See also J. Mewaldt,
 Galenos Über echte und unechte Hippokratika ', Hermes 44.1 (1909) 1 1 1-34 (131-34) and 4 Praefatio '
 in CMG 5.9.1, ix-xi, who assumes that the treatise Galen refers to is his own, but cf. A. Roselli in
 Manetti and Roselli, 'Galeno commentatore' (n.7, above) 1555 n.95. Galen's commentary on the
 Hippocratic treatise consists, accordingly, of three books (entitled in Greek hupomnêmata ): the first, on

 Chapters 1-8 (on the elements), the second, on Chapters 9-24 (the rest of our treatise), and the third, on

 On regimen in health. In de Libris Propriis Galen mentions two books of the commentary (see Galien:
 Tome 1 (Introduction generale, Sur l'ordre de ses propres libres, Sur ses propres livres, Que
 l'excellent médecin est aussi philosophe ), ed., trans., comm. V. Boudon-Millot (Paris 2007) 9.12,
 161.15, and 212 n.4, and Jouanna, 'La lecture du traité hippocratique' (n.7, above) for the analysis of

 the argument of the treatise that might suggest the original bipartite structure).

 12 Galen, HNH XV. 13.7-1 1 K = 9.15-19 Mewaldt; Lib.Prop. 9.12, XIX 36.13-15 K = 161.15-17
 Boudon-Millot.

 13 Galen, HNH XV.13.1 1-14.1 K = 9.19-24 Mewaldt.

 Ilberg, 'Schriftstellerei' (n.4, above) II 510.
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 1 56 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 (Tl) Galen, Hipp.Epid //220.6-17 Pfaff
 In my view it makes no difference if I also mention those who have interpreted
 this passage in a way contrary to Hippocrates' opinion. They say that the words of
 Hippocrates in this passage are the same as those in the treatise entitled On
 ancient medicine , and the author has here only shortened and confirmed them:
 namely, one cannot, according to his words, take hot, cold, wet, and dry as the
 principles in the healing of diseases - as if we did not find Hippocrates in his book

 On the nature of man and the Aphorisms and the other genuine writings declaring

 that the nature of man is made up of these things. 15

 The interpreters whom Galen criticizes could be Empiricists.16 The system of four
 humours, on this view, should not be regarded as a theoretical foundation of medical
 reasoning, but only as a part of a strictly empiricist conceptual framework; the part that is

 related to the way bodily structures are presented to a practitioner through medical
 experience.17 The contrast between On ancient medicine and The nature of man could not

 be drawn more clearly. Galen recognizes the latter work as genuine and excises the former

 as spurious, and there are some commentators who act in exactly the opposite way.

 It might be useful to see whether Hippocrates' text gives us any clear ground for
 attributing to Hippocrates the theory of four elements, as Galen suggests. In this treatise,
 the author is arguing that the elements of the human body are the four humours: blood,

 phlegm, yellow and black bile. He begins by rejecting the monist theories of both
 philosophers and medical writers, e.g. those who take blood alone to be the element of the
 human body. It is only the complete quartet of the main humours that can claim the status

 of the elements of a human body.

 (T2) Hippocrates, Nat.Hom. VI.38. 19-40.6 Littré = 172.13-174.3 Jouanna
 (1) The human body contains blood, phlegm, yellow bile and black bile. (2)
 These are the things that make up its constitution and cause its pain and health. (3)
 Health is primarily that state in which these constituent substances are in the
 correct proportion to each other, both in strength and quantity, and are well mixed.

 (4) Pain occurs when one of the substances presents either a deficiency or an
 excess, or is separated in the body and not mixed with others.18

 Trans. J. Chadwick, W. N. Mann

 15 Translated after Schiefsky (Hippocrates, On ancient medicine , ed., trans., comm. M. Schiefsky
 (Leiden 2005), 65-66; cf. W. M. Smith, The Hippocratic tradition (Ithaca, N.Y. 1979) 209-10).

 16 This is suggested by M. Schiefsky in On ancient medicine (n.15, above) 66. On Galen's
 knowledge of Empiricist commentaries, see Manetti in Manetti and Roselli, 'Galeno commentatore'

 (n.7, above) 1593-1600 (on the use of the commentary by Heraclides of Tarentum in Hipp.Epid.il ,
 1597-98), and Flemming, 'Commentary' (n.7, above) 335.

 17 On the Empiricist reception of humouralism, see Manetti in Manetti and Roselli, 'Galeno
 commentatore' (n.7, above) 1593.

 18 (T2) (1) Tò 5s ocoļLia xoû àv0pco7iov s%Ei ev scodtco aīļia Kai cp^éyjia Kai ^o^rļv ÇavOrjv xe Kal
 ļie^aivav, (2) Kai xaûx' saxìv aúiéco r| cpúaiç tou aójiaioę, Kai ôià xaûxa àXyéei Kai uyiaívei. (3)
 'Yyiaívei (lèv ovv (lá^iaia, ÓKÓxav jisipícoç zyx' xavxa xrjç rcpòç aMr|Xa Kpfjaioç Kai ÔDvájiioç Kai
 xoû 7tta10eoç, Kai fiá^ioia jisfiiy^iéva rj- (4) àÀyéei ôè ÓKÓxav xi xodxecov s^aaoov r' iťkéov rj r'
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 1 57

 There is no reason to disagree about the humouralism of the author: it is clearly stated in

 this passage. The humours are present in a living body (T2.1) and are its main constituents

 responsible for its health and sickness (T2.2). More specifically, it is the excess of
 deficiency of one or the other of the humours with respect to a proper (healthy) amount

 that accounts for pain (T2.4).

 What becomes contentious in subsequent discussions is the role assigned to the four
 elemental qualities, the hot, the cold, and the dry and the moist. The Hippocratic author
 certainly considers them to be the properties of the four humours. Galen would like to see
 this as a reference to the four cosmic elements. 19

 In the first section of Nat.Hom ., there are two references to the four qualities. The
 first passage is a discussion of the direct role of these qualities in the functioning of the

 human body:

 (T3) Hippocrates, Nat.Hom. VI.38.2-18 Littré = 170.1 1-172.12 Jouanna
 (1) Again, generation would be impossible unless the hot stood in a fair and
 reasonable proportion to the cold, and likewise the dry to the wet; if, for instance,

 one preponderated over the other, one being much stronger and the other much
 weaker. (2) Is it likely, then, that anything should be generated from one thing,
 seeing that not even a number of things suffice unless they are combined in the
 right proportions? (3) It follows, then, such being the nature of the human body

 and of everything else, that man is not a unity but each of the things contributing

 to the formation preserves in the body the power which it contributed. (4) It also
 follows that each must return to its original nature when the body dies; the wet to

 the wet, the dry to the dry, the hot to the hot and the cold to the cold. (5) The
 constitution of animals is of this kind, and of everything else too. All things have

 a similar generation and a similar dissolution, for all are formed of the substances
 mentioned and are finally resolved in the same constituents as produced them; that

 too is how they disappear.20 Trans. J. Chadwick, W. N. Mann

 XCopiG0fi ¿V xcp Gcojiaxi Kal ļiTļ KEKpTļļievov fļ xoîoi Çúfircaaiv. English translation by J. Chadwick and

 W. N. Mann, in Hippocratic Writings , ed. with an introduction by G. E. R. Lloyd, new ed.
 (Harmondsworth 1983).

 19 Cf. n.24, below.

 20 (T3) (1) Kai 7HxA.iv, ei 'ir' xò 0sp|iòv ico '|n>xpœ Kai xò ^rjpòv xćo úypco jiexpícoç rcpòç aXkr'ka ë'Çei

 Kai ïbcoç, àXkà Oáxspov 0axépoi) rcoDÀù rapoé^ei Kai xò íaxupóxepov xov àa0eveaxépov, r' yéveaiç
 oůk âv yévoixo. (2) "ííaxe rcéoç sIkòç arcò évóç xi y8wr|0fļvai, öxe ye ot>5' arcò xcov rcXeióvcov
 yewâxai, iļv [ir' xóxfl koAxdç ëxovxa xrjç Kpfjaioç xrjç rcpòç ak'r(ka; (3) 'Aváyicri xoívuv, xfjç (púoioç

 xoiaúxr|ç úrcapxoúariç Kai xcov aXkiùv àrcávxcov Kai xrjç xoû àv0pcòrco'), ļitļ ev eivai xòv av0pcorcov,
 àXk' eKaoxov xcov ^D^ißaXXofievcov éç xf|v yéveoiv ěxeiv xriv òvva'iiv èv xco aójxaxi, oiīļv rcep
 ^DvepáA^xo. (4) Kai rcáXiv ye dvayícri àrcoxcopéeiv éç xiļv scodxoÍ) cpúaiv eKaaxov, xeXeuxœvxoç xoi)
 Gcófiaxoç xoíj àv0pcÒ7TOD, xó xe ijypòv rcpòç xò ijypòv Kai xò Çr|pòv rcpòç xò Çr|pòv Kai xò 0ep(xòv rcpòç

 xò 0ep|iòv Kai xò '|/Dxpòv rcpòç xò '|/Dxpóv. (5) Toial3xTļ ôè Kai xcov Çcócov êaxiv fļ cpÚGiç, Kai xéov
 aXkxùv rcávxcov* yívexaí xe ò^ioícoç rcávxa Kai zeXevm ó|ioícoç rcávxa* ^Dvíaxaxaí xe yàp avxécov f|

 cpvoiç arcò xoDxécov xcov rcpoeiprļļievcov rcávxcov, Kai xeX^Dxâ Kaxà xà eiprļļieva éç xcoôxò Ö0ev rcep
 Çuvéaxri eKaaxov, evxaí)0a ovv Kai àrcexcópr|oev.
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 1 58 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 What exactly the author believes about the status of elemental qualities and about the
 cosmic elements is not straightforwardly clear. In (T3.1) and (T3.2) we have the
 admission that the right proportions of elemental qualities are somehow responsible for
 the generation and subsistence of a living body. The main thesis in (T3.3), that causal
 powers of constituents are preserved in the human body when it has been formed, is not

 specific enough with regard to the precise nature of those constituents. If the constitutive
 'elements' are qualities, then all it says is that these qualities continue to play a causal role
 in the formed body. In (T3.4), the claim seems to be stronger, if we assume that the
 'original nature' (r| écouxoí) (púoiç) amounts to the concept of an element, but the elements
 in this case are identified as the hot, the cold, the dry, and the moist. (T3.5) might suggest

 that the author says that all nature, animate and inanimate, consists of these same
 elements. This would be Galen's preferred reading, the one he defends in de Elementis
 and in the commentary on Nat. Horn. He says, commenting on (T3.2) that Hippocrates was
 the first among the known thinkers to claim that the elements mix, adopting all the same

 elements as Empedocles, but differently from the latter, treating them as changeable in the

 process of mixture.21

 But this reading of the passage is not the only possible one. (T3) could be understood
 as describing the dissolution of a living body without making any further claims about the

 nature of the cosmic elements as such. The qualities of living bodies are produced in the
 process of animal generation. When a living body dissolves, its constituents lose their
 organic status and become a part of the larger cosmos. The organic liquids remain liquid
 upon dissolution, but stop being organic, and this new, inanimate, liquid state cannot by
 itself produce an organism. If we adopt this reading, we do not need to look for a further

 structural level of a living body in Hippocratic analysis: it is the four humours that are the

 main constituents of human body, and this is due to their special causal history. This view

 could be made compatible with any theory of cosmic elements: atomist, Stoic-style
 qualitativist, or Aristotelian. In fact, it could also be compatible with a non-committal or
 sceptical position with regard to the cosmic elements. It could be argued, for instance, that

 proximate, organic elements are the proper object of the art of medicine, while their
 cosmic counterparts are not, despite all the similarities. The Hippocratic text does not rule
 out any of these possibilities.

 The second passage which mentions the elemental qualities also admits of several
 interpretative options, although Galen is confident that he can take it as evidence that
 Hippocrates did subscribe to the theory of four elements.

 (T4) Hippocrates, Nat.Hom. VI.48.20-50.9 Littré = 184.16-186.9 Jouanna
 (1) All these substances [viz. the four humours], then, are all always present in the

 human body, but vary in their relative quantities, each preponderating in turn
 according to its natural characteristics. (2) The year has its share of all: heat, cold,
 dryness, and wetness. (3) None of these could exist alone for a moment without
 all of them being present in this order of the world, while, on the other hand, had

 even one of them gone missing, all would have disappeared, for they are all
 constituted by the same necessity and are nourished by each other. (4) In the same
 way, if any of these primary bodily substances were absent from man, life would

 21 Galen, //Atf/XV.49.8-50.3 K = 27.20-27 Mewaldt.
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 1 59

 cease. (5) And just as the year is governed at one time by winter, then by spring,

 then by summer and then by autumn; so at one time in the body phlegm
 preponderates, at another time blood, and another time yellow bile, and this is
 followed by the preponderance of black bile.22

 Trans. J. Chadwick, W. N. Mann, modified

 The context here, as previously, is the argument for humouralism. The author has argued

 that the four humours are present in any human body constantly and connaturally, and
 each has its prevalence in a particular season: phlegm in winter, blood in spring, yellow
 bile in summer, and black bile in autumn. He summarizes this in (T4.1), saying that their
 relative quantities may vary 'in turn', rata |iépoç, and in accordance with nature, Kaxà
 cpúaiv.23 The parallel with a year, where each of the four seasons manifests the
 preponderance of one of the four qualities, is confirmed in (T4.2). Galen is referring to
 this passage when he argues that Hippocrates always means the four elements, viz. earth,
 air, fire, water, when he speaks of qualities (dry, moist, hot, and cold).24 These qualities,
 constitutive of the year, are fully interdependent (T4.3), just like the four humours within

 the body (T4.4-5). Galen takes this on board when attacking the Pneumatist defence of the

 'proximate' elements.
 In this passage the parallel between the organic and the cosmic elements is much

 clearer. But the main point of the parallel is that all the four qualities have to be present in

 the living body just as they are present 'in this world-order' (év xcòSe xéò kóojjxô), i.e. in
 the ordered world that surrounds us. The only causal mechanism in charge of the
 elemental qualities that is mentioned is 'the same necessity' which accounts for the
 existence of each of the four qualities (arcò yàp xfjç aòxériç áváyicnç rcávxa Çdv8otí1ks)
 (T4.3). This is a significant remark, in that it does acknowledge a common causal
 mechanism underlying the four qualities in the cosmos as well as in the living body. And
 yet it is too general to support a more specific interpretation of the nature of this
 mechanism: it is not clear that it would rule out the theory of adventitious heat or the

 22 (T4) (1) "Exei |ièv ouv lauia rcávxa alei xò aćojia xoû àv0 parnou, xmò ôè xfjç 7iepucrra|iévi1ç coprjç
 710X8 |ièv 7&8ÍÚ) yívexai aùià écouxécov, rcoxè Ôè é^áaaco, ëicaoxa Kaxà |iépoç Kaì Kaxà cpúaiv. (2) Tlç
 yàp ó êviauxòç 1iexéxei |ièv nâç rcávicov Kal xcov 0ep|icov Kal xcov iļ/u/pcov Kai xcov ^rjpcòv Kai xœv

 uypcDV, (3) où yàp av jieiveie xouxécov ouôèv oúôéva xpóvov aveu rcávxcov xcov êveóvxcov èv xcoôe xcp

 Koodoo, àXk' si ëv xi ye ¿K>Í7toi, 7távx' av àcpaviaGeûy à7iò yàp xrjç aùxériç àváyKrjç rcávxa Çuvéaxr1Ké

 xc Kai xpécpexai im' aXkr'kw (4) ouxco Ôè Kai eï xi 8k xou àv0pcÒ7tou 8kXÍ7ioi xouxécovxwv
 Çuyyeyovóxcov, oùk av ôúvaixo Çfjv aSvÔpcoTioç. (5) 'Ia^usi ôè ev x© èviauxcp xoxè jièv ó /ei^òv
 IxáXiGxa, xoxè ôè xò rjp, xoxè ôè xò Oépoç, xoxè ôè xò cp0ivÓ7ccopov- ouxco Ôè Kai èv xœ áv0pcí)7icp xoxè

 ļiev xò cpXéyjxa ia/úei, xoxè ôè xò aîfxa, xoxè ôè rļ xo^ì> ^pôxov jièv rļ Çav0rj, ërceixa Ó' r' ļie^aiva
 Ka^eoļievTļ.

 23 In the commentary, Galen gives several alternative interpretations of these two expressions,
 referring them in different ways to parts of the year or parts of the body, and the nature of the year

 or the nature of the body. All these alternatives seem to be taken from the existing commentaries on
 the treatise. Galen, HNH XV. 9 1.12-92. 9 K = 48.15-25 Mewaldt.

 24 Galen, HNH XV.93. 1-4 K = 49.4-7 Mewaldt. Tò 0ep^iòv Kai xò yoypòv Kai xò Çr|pòv Kai xò úypòv

 où xò Kax' 87iiKpáxeiav òvo|iaÇó|ievóv xe Kai vooújievov, àXkà xò axoixeiœôeç Xéycov Kai Kaxà xr|v
 7cpoKei|xévriv pfjaiv èôfjXcoae, xòv èviauxòv eÍ7iàv arcavxa 7iávxcov |iexéxeiv.
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 1 60 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 theory according to which the organic generation is a sui generis process which has
 nothing in common with the elemental changes in the environment.

 Galen is convinced that the view endorsed by the Hippocratic treatise is the one that

 corresponds to his own version of medical rationalism and that it rules out both the
 atomist/corpuscularist view, according to which the elemental qualities might be
 derivative from the more fundamental properties of bodily particles, and the narrow
 qualitativist view defended by the Pneumatists, according to which the elemental qualities

 within a living body are the exclusive subject of the art of medicine and have no direct,
 causal connection with their cosmic counterparts.

 Galen establishes his reading of Hippocrates in polemic against these two different
 theories. His debate against the corpuscularists should be taken in the context of his more

 general polemic concerning natural teleology, which Galen usually construes as a
 disagreement between the atomists and all the other philosophers. Galen is aware of the
 differences that exist among the teleological theories developed by different schools, but

 arguing against corpuscularism he usually suppresses those differences, treating atomism

 and teleology as two major conceptual alternatives, which correspond to two
 philosophical movements broadly opposed to each other on a number of key issues.25
 Each of these two movements has intellectual counterparts in medical philosophy:
 Asclepiades is a corpuscularist, even if not an atomist, whereas Galen's fellow
 teleologists, including the Pneumatists discussed in this paper, are humouralists and
 therefore accept qualitative accounts of the elements.26 In his dialectical argument for the
 qualitative theory of elements against the atomists, Galen draws on Aristotle's account of

 qualitative change, which, he argues, is essential in the explanation of basic sentience
 present in all living bodies and which cannot be reduced to the corpuscularist model of
 combination by juxtaposition. But his theory of elements is not meant to be just a generic

 endorsement of any kind of qualitativism. In order to make his main claim more precise,

 Galen has to engage in a second kind of debate, this time with his fellow teleologists and
 rationalists from the Pneumatic school.

 In this second debate, Galen discusses a methodological question regarding the status
 of medicine as a discipline and its relation to philosophy. Already in the Hippocratic
 corpus, we find some evidence of polemic about the principles of medicine as a rational
 discipline led by the defenders of its integrity as an autonomous art against the view of
 medicine as a part (albeit a very important one) of the larger, philosophically inspired,
 project of the study of nature. One characteristic example of such polemic is the
 discussion in On ancient medicine , where the Hippocratic author argues for the

 25 I. Kupreeva, 'Aristotelian dynamics in the 2nd century school debates: Galen and Alexander of
 Aphrodisias on organic powers and movements', in Philosophy, science and exegesis in Greek,
 Arabic and Latin commentaries , eds P. Adamson, H. Baltussen, and M. W. F. Stone, 2 vols
 (London 2004) I 71-95 (77).

 26 On corpuscularism and atomism, see J. Pigeaud, 'La physiologue de Lucrèce', Revue des Études
 Latines 58 (1980) 177-200; J. T. Vallance, The lost theory of Asclepiades of Bithynia
 (Oxford 1990); on pneumatism, see M. Wellmann, Die pneumatische Schule bis auf Archigenes in
 ihrer Entwicklung dargestellt (Berlin 1895). On Galen's views on atomism see also David Leith's
 contribution in this volume.
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 161

 methodological autonomy of medicine.27 It is not surprising that Galen treats this work as
 spurious.

 One of the crucial issues of this methodological discussion is whether or not the
 'cosmic' elements of the natural philosophers should be of any interest to the art of
 medicine, its practitioners and theorists. This question did not lose its relevance by Galen's

 time, and Galen defends a strong rationalist solution. It may be useful to note that medical

 rationalism does not amount to adopting a full-scale philosophy based on a medical outlook.

 There is indeed a whole list of philosophical questions which Galen himself considers to be

 of little importance for the medical doctor.28 The question about the nature of the elements is

 different. Galen takes it seriously, as lying within the doctor's professional remit. This has to

 do also with the question whether the elements constitutive of living bodies are the same as

 those that make up the rest of nature, which Galen answers in the affirmative. In this he

 differs from the Pneumatists, who seem reluctant to discuss this question. When they do
 discuss it, they answer it in the negative. In his debate with them, Galen develops a second

 line of defence of the Aristotelian theory of elements, arguing that the simple constituents of

 human body do not differ in kind from the cosmic elements and that the logical status of

 these elements should be defined as substance, not quality, contrary to what the Pneumatists
 claim.

 In both these debates, Galen claims to be relying on the Aristotelian version of the
 theory of four elements, viz . earth, air, fire, water, each constituted by a pair of elemental

 qualities. These elements form the most basic structural level of a living organism. The
 main building blocks of corporeal structures within a living body are the four humours of

 the humoural theory whose prototype is found in some Hippocratic treatises: blood, black

 bile, yellow bile, and phlegm. The basic living tissues are formed from numerous
 homoeomerous substances made up by the combinations of the organic building blocks.29
 The organs, i.e. anatomical structures whose function depends not just on texture, but also

 on shape, are made of these homoeomerous tissues. This hierarchy, with the exception of
 the four humours, has many parallels with the description of the structural levels
 constitutive of animal anatomy in Aristotle's treatise On Parts of Animals II. 1.

 (T5) Aristotle, Parts of Animals II. 1, 646al3-24
 (1) Three sorts of structure can be distinguished. First of all we may posit the
 structure out of what some call the elements, viz., earth, air, water, fire. But

 perhaps it is better to say 'out of powers' instead of the elements, and not all of
 the powers, but the ones that have been mentioned previously elsewhere [GC 2.2].

 For the moist, the dry, the hot, and the cold are the matter of composite bodies,
 while the other differentiae follow upon these, such as heaviness/lightness,
 firmness/looseness, roughness/smoothness, and other similar properties of the
 bodies. (2) The second sort of structure, the one made out of the first, is the nature

 of the uniform components of the animals, e.g. bone, flesh, etc. (3) The third and

 27 See Schiefsky, On ancient medicine (n.15, above) 65-66.

 28 See Prop.Plac. 56.12-60.6 and 62.18-19 Nutton, and Nutton in Galen, On my own opinions
 (n.2, above) 47-49. See further Riccardo Chiaradonna's contribution in this volume.

 29 See Galen, Part.Hom.Diff. 87-94 Strohmaier.
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 1 62 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 last in number is the structure of the non-uniform parts, such as face, hand, and
 the like.30

 Galen also accepts this hierarchy. And here again, as previously in Hippocrates' text, we
 may notice an ambiguity that can account for two different readings. This ambiguity can
 be used to illustrate the difference between Galen's position and that of the Pneumatists,

 which comes to the fore in the interpretation of the Hippocratic text. In (T5.1), having set

 out to present a tripartite hierarchy, Aristotle says that the first level would be that of
 earth, fire, air, water, which some people call 'elements'. This does not seem to be his
 own view; rather it is his way of indicating the lowest structural level he has in mind. In

 order to do so, he uses the concept of element that has most currency with all
 philosophers. But he adopts for himself what he sees as more precise terminology: instead

 of bodylike entities, it is better to speak of Suvájieiç, which are the elemental qualities.31

 Galen, as we shall see, takes this point in his generic defence of qualitativism against the
 atomists, but in his argument against the Pneumatists he defends the position which
 Aristotle himself questions here in (T5.1), namely that the elements are simple bodies,
 whereas Aristotle's ÔDvájisiç are treated as 'simple qualities'.

 2. Galen 's argument against atomism

 The de Elementis ex Hippocrate begins with the argument against corpuscularist theories of

 elements. Galen presents the corpuscularist view as the kind of monism targeted in
 Hippocrates' claim in the proem to de Natura Hominis : 'I say that if man were one thing he

 would never feel pain, for there would be nothing that would cause him pain if he were
 5 32

 one .

 In his argument purporting to develop Hippocrates' thought, Galen combines under
 the single title several different corpuscularist positions: Democritus, Epicurus,
 Asclepiades and possibly also Diodoreans (Hipp.Elem. 1.416.9 K = 60.1-3 De Lacy). This
 is made possible by his claim that according to all these thinkers the elements do not differ

 in form and power ( Hipp.Elem . 1.416.6 K = 58.19-20 De Lacy). The readers of Epicurus
 might object that there are some very important differences amongst the atoms, such as

 differences in shape and size, which become highly relevant, e.g. in the explanation of
 sensation. But it soon becomes clear that Galen has in mind not just any differences

 30 (T5) (1) Tpiéòv ó' ovgcov xcov Gi)v0eoecov npcoTiļv ļisv av xiç Oeiiļ xf|v ek xcov Ka^ODjiévcûv wió
 tivcöv GTOixeíoov, olov yfjç àépoç vôaxoç 7rupóç. "En 5è ße^xiov ïbcoç ek xcov Suvâjieœv Aiyeiv, Kai
 xoúxcov oòk eč, árcaGCOv, àXk* coGTtsp èv èxépoiç eipīļiai Kai rcpóxepov. 'Yypòv yàp Kai Çt|pòv Kai
 0ep|iòv Kai '|A)Xpòv vXr' xcov odv0sxcov ocdjkxtoov èoxív aí 8' aXkai ôiacpopai xaúxaiç ¿KotaroGovoiv,
 olov pápoç Kai Kov(póxr|ç Kai 7tukvóxt1ç Kai 1iavóxt|ç Kai xpaxúxT1ç Kai taióxriç Kai xakXa xà xoiaöxa

 7iá0T1 xcov Gcúfiáxcov. (2) Aeuxépa ôè aóaxaaiç 8K xcov 7ipcoxcov f| xcov o^ioioļiepcov cpuaiç èv xoíç Çcpoiç

 éaxív, oiov òaxoí) Kai aapKO ç Kai xcov aÀlcov xcov xoioiíxcov. (3) Tpíxr| Ôè Kai xeXeux aia Kax' àpi0jiòv
 f| XCÒV dvo^oiofiepéòv, OlOV 7CpOGÓ7tOD Kai xeipòç Kai xcov xoioúxcov ļiopicov.

 31 This approach has a parallel in the discussion in GC 2.1-3, where Aristotle also does not use the

 term gxoixsîov to refer to earth, fire, air, water, but reserves it for the four elemental qualities, the
 hot, the cold, the dry, and the moist (GC 2.3, 330a30).

 32 Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.415.15-16 K = 58.14-15 De Lacy, quoting Hippocrates, Nat.Hom.
 VI.34.17-18 Littré = 168.4-5 Jouannaã
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 1 63

 amongst the elements, but a very specific ability for being acted upon, particularly, for
 being subject to the process of qualitative change, or alteration.33

 Galen illustrates the corpuscularist view of qualities with a quotation from
 Democritus:

 (T6) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.417 K = 60.8-15 De Lacy
 'For colour is by convention, sweet by convention, bitter by convention; in truth

 there are atoms and void', says Democritus, who holds that all perceptible
 qualities arise from the coming together of the atoms, being relative to us who
 perceive them, and that by nature nothing is white or black or yellow or red or
 bitter or sweet. The expression 'by convention' means exactly this: 'by custom',
 as it were, and 'relative to us', not in accordance with the actual nature of things;

 he speaks of the latter, in turn, as 'in truth', taking the term from the form eteon ,

 which means 'true'.34 Trans. De Lacy

 Galen makes it sound as though this Democritean statement expresses a view of perceived

 qualities common to all corpuscularists, thus making all of them into eliminativists of a
 sort. We know that this is certainly not true of Epicurus, one of Galen's named targets in
 this argument. Epicurus in the Letter to Herodotus 68-69 argues that properties should not
 be excluded from the class of existents: the whole body receives its permanent nature
 from them, and they do have their own forms of focusing and discerning.35 It remains an

 open question to what extent Epicurus recognized the downward causation of
 macroscopic properties, and more specifically of mental states, with respect to the
 microscopic bottom level.36 This does not seem to be the main issue for Galen in his
 discussion in Hipp.Elem .37 More important for his argument is the fact - which Galen,
 perhaps deliberately, omits to mention in this passage - that Epicurus and his school do
 have a non-eliminativist theory of macroscopic sensible properties.

 33 Alteration is one of the three main kinds of KÍvr|atç discussed by Aristotle, the two others being

 quantitative change (increase and diminution) and locomotion. But the technical term itself and the

 concept of àÀÀoicooiç as a special kind of change are already present, consistently, in Plato's late
 dialogues (cf. Parmenides 138C3, Theaetetus 182D2-5). Galen treats alteration and locomotion (cpopá)
 as two simple kinds of change, growth and coming to be being complex ( Nat.Fac . II.3.3-17 K).

 34 (T6) «Nójxco yap XP0VH voļico yAuicò vó|ico rcucpòv, éiefí Ô' axojia Kai kcvóv» ó Ar||iÓKpixóç (piļaiv

 8K rrjç odvóôod Tcov aióficov yíyveaGai vo^iíÇcov árcáoaç xàç ala0T1xàç TioiÓTrjxaç cbç rcpòç f||iâç xoùç

 aia0avo1iévouç aàxôv, (púaei ô' ovôèv eivai àsukòv r' ļis^av r' Çav0òv iļ êpvôpòv iļ yXvKÙ r' rcucpóv.
 xò yàp ôr| voļico xavxò ßovtaxai xco olov vojiioxl Kai rcpòç f|jj,âç, oů Kax' aòxf|v xcòv 7ipay|iáxcov xiļv
 (púoiv. 07tep 8' ax> nàkw exefj koXeí napà xò éxeòv, Ö7rsp aXr|0èç òr'Xol, 7coif)Gaç xoi)voļia.

 35 Ep. Hdt., D.L. 10.69.8-11: Kai STUpoXàç ^ièv ëxovxa iôíaç rcávxa xavxá èoxi Kal Ôia^fiyeiç,
 ai)|i7rapaKota)D0owuoç ôè xoö àOpóoi) Kal ovOaļifļ à7coaxiÇo|iévoi), àkXà Kaxà xr|v àOpóav ewoiav
 xoí3 acó fiaxoç Kaxrjyopíav eiÀ,r|(póxoç.

 36 For discussions, see D. N. Sedley, 'Epicurean Anti-Reductionism', Matter and metaphysics ,
 ed. J. Barnes, M. Mignucci (Naples 1988) 295-328, and J. Annas, Hellenistic philosophy of mind
 (Berkeley 1992) 125-33.

 37 In fact, the bottom-up explanation of mental states from the properties of elemental mixtures is

 important for his own medical philosophy. The best known text for that argument is QAM, and
 Galen confirms that view also in //M/XIV.97.4-14 K = 51.9-18 Mewaldt.
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 1 64 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 Lucretius in the second book of de Rerum Natura presents a version of this theory,

 accompanied by very detailed arguments against Anaxagoras and possibly some other
 thinkers who are left unnamed.38 After explaining how macroscopic sensible properties
 arise from atoms which have no such properties (865-96), he turns to the mechanisms of
 perception itself and explains again that these mechanisms are dependent on the particular
 atomic combinations which account for the structure and specific properties of a human
 body, but which do not presuppose any properties beyond the properties of atoms at the
 macroscopic level.

 (T7) Lucretius, de Rerum Natura 2, 891-96
 But in this matter you will do well to remember that I do not say that without
 exception sensations are produced fortwith from all the substances that make
 sensible things, but that it is of great moment, first how small those elements are

 that make a sensible thing, and what shape they are endowed with, what lastly are

 their motions, arrangements, positions.39 Trans. M. F. Smith

 Galen is aware that according to Epicurus and his school macroscopic properties
 supervene on the microscopic ones, even though he does not spell it out in any
 considerable detail. This is how he goes on to explain the quotation from Democritus:

 (T8) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.418.7-419.8 K = 60.19-62.13 De Lacy
 (1) All the atoms, then, being small bodies, are without qualities, and the void is a

 kind of place (2) in which these bodies, being carried downward, all of them for all
 time, somehow become entwined with each other or strike each other and rebound;

 (3) and in such assemblages they cause separations and recombinations with each
 other; (4) and from this (interaction) they produce, besides all other compounds, our

 bodies, their affections, and their sensations. (5) But (these philosophers) postulate

 that the first bodies are unaffected - some of them, like Epicurus, holding that they

 are unbreakable because of hardness, some, like Diodorus and Leucippus, that they

 are indivisible because of their small size - (6) and cannot undergo any of those
 alterations in whose existence all men, taught by their senses, confidently believe;

 for example, they say that none of the first bodies grows warm or cold, and similarly

 none becomes dry or wet, and much less would they become black or white or
 admit any other change whatever in quality.40 Trans. De Lacy, my italics (IK)

 38 See D. N. Sedley, Lucretius and the transformation of Greek wisdom (Cambridge 1998) 151.

 39 illud in his igitur rebus meminisse decebit, 891
 non ex omnibus omnino, quaecumque créant res
 sensilia, extemplo me gigni dicere sensus,
 sed magni referre ea primum quantula constent,

 sensile quae faciunt, et qua sint praedita forma 895
 motibus ordinibus posituris denique quae sint.

 40 (T8) (1) aí ļiev ox>v aioļioi aú|X7iaaai aáfxax' ouaai a^iiKpà x^PÍÇ rcoioxfjxcov elaì, xò Ôè kevòv
 XCûpa xiç, (2) ev f| cpepoļisva xaDiì xà acojiax' avo xe Kal Káxco [cn3fi7iavxa] ôià Ttavxòç xoû alcovoç iļ
 7cepi7iXéKExaí tucoç àMi^oiç iļ rcpocncpoúei Kal àrcoTiáMexai (3) Kal ôiaKpívexai ôè Kal auyKpívExai
 nákiv eíç aXkr'ka Kaxà xàç xoiaúxaç ó|iiXíaç (4) k<xk xotjxod xá x' aXka auyKpíjiaxa rcávxa tcoieí Kal
 xà rļļi£X£pa Gcbļiaia Kal xà 7ca0fļļiax' aìncov Kal xàç aía0r|O£iç. (5) a7ia0fj ô' U7ioxí0£vxai xà ocojiax'
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 165

 In (3) and (4), Galen summarizes the generic atomist explanation of sense perception. (5)
 and (6) give his analysis of this generic explanation which focuses on its main weakness,
 on the basis of which Galen argues that this theory of elements will not be able to provide
 an adequate account of sense perception: the first elements on this view are unable to
 undergo alteration. Galen formulates two conditions of perceiving, for the case of feeling

 pain, but which will be valid for any kind of sense perception and the faculties based on
 the power of perception: alterability and basic sentience.

 (T9) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.419.10-12 K = 62.15-16 De Lacy
 Surely something that is to feel pain must necessarily meet these two
 requirements: it must be capable of alteration and capable of perceiving. If it
 never undergoes any alteration, it will retain at all times the state in which it was

 at the beginning; but what feels pain does not retain it; and if it changes its state,

 as stones and wood do when being heated and chilled out and split, but no feeling
 is by nature present in it, it will not perceive the occurrence of the condition that is

 affecting it, just as stones do not. 41 Trans De Lacy,
 modified

 This analysis can be summarized in the following table, which shows the combinations of
 attributes of alteration and perceiving that can and cannot provide for sentience in
 elemental composites:

 The attribute of The attribute of Sentience in a composite
 àXkoiiûGiq in the a'io0r|Giç in the
 elements elements

 1 - - impossible

 2 + impossible

 3 + - possible

 4 + + Possible

 There is a reason to prefer 'alteration' and 'perceiving' as translations of Galen's
 àAÀouoxóv and aiaOrjxiKÓv to De Lacy's 'change' and 'sensation' in order to make clearer

 eívai xà 7rptóiá xiveç ļiev aúícov imo GKXr|póxr|xoę aGpaucxa, KaOárcep oí rcepì xòv 'ErcÍKovpov, ěvioi

 8' wcò G(iiKpÓTi1Toę àSiaípexa, Ka0ánep ot rcepi xòv Aemcucnov, (6) àkX* otjÔ' àM,oioÚG0ai Kaxá xi
 5uvá|ieva xaóxaç ôrj xàç àÀloicòoeiç, aç àrcavxeç avGpamoi 7C87iiGX8t)Kaaiv eivai 5iôax0évxeç vnò xcov
 ala0iļCTEiov, olov ovxe 0ep|iaívea0aí xi (paaiv éiceívcov oi)xe i1róxea0ai, Kaxà 5è xòv aúxòv xpcmov
 oi)xe Çr|paíveo0ai oi)0' t>ypaív£G0ai, rcoM ôè 5f| ěxi 1X11X8 À£UKaíveG0ai ļiiļxe (ie^aív8G0ai
 pf|x' aXkr'v xiv' ôtaoç S7ti5éxecj0ai 7ioióxr|xa Kaxà jir)8e|iíav |iexaßoAr|v.

 41 (T9) xò yàp aA,yfļG0v xpri 8i17cod 5vo xavx' è'xeiv eÇ àváyicriç, àMxncoxóv xe Kai aÍG0T1xiKÒv
 wcápxeiv* e'ixe yàp |ir|ôé7ioxe ļirļSeļiiav áAÀoiaxnv ¿7iiôéxoixo, (pvMÇei Ôià rcavxòç fļv eîxev éÇ àpxnç
 KaxáGxaGiv oú cpuMxxei Ôé ye xò akyovv bits ¿lexaßaMoi, Ka0á7tep oí Xí0oi xe Kaì xà ÇúXa
 0ep|xaivó|i8vá xe Kai v|A)xó|xeva Kai ôiaipov^eva, [ir' 7iapeír| ô' ai)xcp xiç aio0r|Giç GÚ|i(pDxoç, oijk
 aÍG0i1Gexai xrjç à|i(p' auxò yevo(iévr|ç ôia0éGec oç, ©G7cep ovô' oi Ai0oi. Cf 1.419.10-12 K = 62.15-16
 De Lacy.
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 166 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 the intended contrast with corpuscularists who might have claimed that they satisfy both

 the latter conditions since 'change' according to them is the motion of atoms or disjointed

 masses, and 'sensation' can refer to a generic power which arises when certain conditions
 are satisfied by a particular bodily structure. As Lucretius says in the passage cited above,

 not everything possesses sensation, but only the right kinds of atomic structures. Galen
 wants to make a point about alteration as a particular kind of change, the change of quality

 in the technical sense it has in the Aristotelian theory of change, and perceiving as a
 particular kind of mental state characterizing basic sentience which he considers to be a
 central element in any sensation as a manifestation of generic power. So the terminology

 is important for him at this point.

 Alterability and perceiving are logical conditions of sentience in general, they are not

 the physical attributes of the elements. But in order for them to obtain, the physical
 attributes of the elements in their turn have to satisfy some further logical conditions. In

 his argument in Hipp.Elem. 2, Galen wants to show that the Epicurean theory does not
 provide the concept of an element that is adequate for the task.42 The example he gives is
 as follows:

 (T10) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.420.15-421.4 K = 64.5-10 De Lacy
 If a person should prick the skin with the finest needle, the animal should of
 course feel pain, and the needle will be in contact with one or two or more atoms.

 First suppose it touches one atom. But each of the atoms was said to be
 unwoundable and without sensation. Then it will not be affected at all by the
 needle; nor, if it were affected, would it feel the affection.43 Trans. De Lacy

 The logical form of this argument corresponds to that of the sorites.44 It can be
 represented in a standard form as follows:

 ~F(ao)
 ~F (ao)z>~F(ai)

 ~F(an_i) 3 ~F(an)

 The predicate F(x) refers to x's property of feeling pain upon being scratched by a fine
 needle. It satisfies the conditions of a soritical predicate as outlined by Barnes in his study

 42 e'utep ouv èÇ dió^icov xivcòv iļ^iev fļ xivoç akX tjç xoiaúxi1ç cpuoecoç jiovosiôoôç, oŮk âv r|A,yoi)ļisv

 àkyo')[i£v Ôé ye* ôfjXov ouv, cbç ovk eajiev éÇ aTdfjç xivoç Kai [lovoeiôoûç ouoiaç (Galen, Hipp.Elem.
 1.420.4-7 K = 62.21-25 De Lacy).

 43 (TÍO) ei yáp xiç rfj ^£7ttotgitt| peXóvrj xpcoaeie xò Seppia, 7iávxcoç jièv dA,yf|asi xò Çcòov, av|/sxai 8'

 T1XOI jMç iļ ôdoív iļ Kai 7iÀ£ióvcov àxó|icov T| peXóvr|. Ttpcòxov |oèv ovv i>7iok£Íg0ô) vj/aóeiv auxr|v jxiâç.

 àXX9 EKáaxri xcòv dxó|icov axpoxóç ť Kal àvaía0i1xoç. oÍíkodv oi)xe 7t8íaexaí xi npòç xrjç ße^ovriq
 ovť dne p £7ia0ev, t1g08x' av xoD 7ra0f||iaxoç.

 44 Galen compares the aggregate of atoms to 4 a heap of wheat and barley and chickpeas and beans',
 cocmep cv acopq> Trupœv Kai Kpi0ćov Kai èp6pív0CDv xs Kai Kuá^cov (Hipp.Elem. 1.431.2-3 K = 74.2-3
 De Lacy).
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 167

 of ancient sorites.45 Thus, it is certainly false of a body made up of one atom. On Galen's

 construal, there is no difference in the way the predicate applies to two adjacent members of

 the ordered series, i.e. it is true that if the needle does not affect a body of one atom, then it

 cannot affect a body of any number of atoms. As Galen explains, with respect to an
 aggregate, the needle can either hit an atomic structure or miss it - in neither case can pain

 be produced, since no part of the aggregate will be affected. And finally, the conclusion, that

 no pain effect is produced on a living body when a needle is applied, is obviously false.

 The problem signalled by this argument is usual for the reasoning Kaxà ļincpov: the
 impossibility, within a given set-up, of drawing a line between the part of the sequence
 {ao, ai, a2, ... a^i, a„} on which the predicate F is true and the other, where it is false.
 Galen employs soritical argument form in his other works. He does not take it for granted
 in all cases. Thus, for instance, in Med.Exp ., discussing its use by the rationalists in their

 criticism of the empiricist concept of experience, he points out that rationalists might use
 the same reasoning to deny the existence of such natural 'soritical' objects as mountains
 or clouds.46 In this case he uses soritical reasoning to diagnose what he sees as the main
 problem of corpuscularist theories: they cannot explain the property of sentience, nor any
 of the other mental properties of which it is the source.47 The reason is that their physics

 commits them to the view of a living body as a soritical object, made up by an aggregate
 of corpuscles: atoms, disjointed masses, or some other kind of particles. The important
 point is that these corpuscles are joined together by juxtaposition. Therefore the use of
 soritical reasoning must seem particularly legitimate.

 The conclusion Galen draws in connection with this argument is that 'nothing
 different in kind can accrue to the things juxtaposed .48 Sensation is completely different

 45 J. Barnes, 'Medicine, experience and logic', in Science and speculation : studies in Hellenistic
 theory and practice , ed. J. Barnes, J. Brunschwig, M. Burnyeat, and M. Schofield (Cambridge and
 Paris 1982) 24-68 (31).

 46 See On medical experience 17 (Galen, Three treatises on the nature of science , trans. R. Walzer
 and M. Frede (Indianapolis 1985) 75-78); M. Tuominen, 'Heaps, experience, and method: on the
 sorites argument in ancient medicine', History of Philosophy Quarterly 24.2 (2007) 109-23.

 47 G3G7C8p OUV 8K TCÛV àXyOVVUÙV GCÛ|1(XTCÛV, OUTCÛ KOLK XCÛV fļ5oļI8V0)V è'xeiç (X7COÔ8lKVÓVai xauxòv Kai

 C0G7ĪSP £K XOÚXCOV, OUTGO KOLK TCÛV aiG0aVO|I8VCŪV, <fl07t£p CLX) Kay© VÔV 8Ç£71ÍTÍ1ÕSÇ 87t0ÍT|aa 7toAAaxÓ0l

 tou Xàyov. Kal firļv si ļif|0' f|ôovf| ^iiļie rcóvoç, àkXà 14.T1Ô' aïa0r|oiç otaoç sgtì xoîç àrcaOéai
 axoixeíoiç, oúôè 'ivr''ir' ôf|7rov0ev ouô' àvá^ivr|Giç oí)ôè cpaviaaía- píÇa yáp xiç avxéov éoxi Kal olov
 7nļyrļ Ttávxcov rj a'iG0T1Giç- ei 8è |ir|ôèv toútcúv, ou8' aXko icov v|tuxikó5v epycov oôôèv, ©ax' oí>ôè v|n>xr|

 (Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.433.9-434.1 K = 76.12-15 De Lacy ).

 48 ÔÉÔEiKiai yàp àç oúôèv éxspoyevèç ôúvaxai 7ipoG8^0eîv xoíç oDvxiOe^iévoiç (1.43 1 .8-10 K = 74.7-8
 De Lacy). De Lacy translates xoíç Guvxi0£|iévoiç as 'things conjoined'. In this context the term is
 perhaps best understood as referring to a specific type of aggregate made up by separate units, as
 opposed to a mixture or blending, where the elements form a homogeneous mass. I think Hankinson
 misses this point in his interpretation when he says: 'What is ruled out, Galen argues, is what one
 might call the supervenience of generically different properties: any supervenient properties must be

 similar in general type to properties actually disposed by the elements they supervene upon. Thus,
 since sentience is a type of alteration, the elements in the aggregate upon which sentience
 supervenes must be capable of alteration, although not necessarily of sentience itself, ...'
 (Hankinson, 'Philosophy of nature' (n.l, above) 213). I do not find in the text the argument stated in
 the second sentence. As for the analysis given in first sentence, it does not sound right: Galen says
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 1 68 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 in kind from both the properties of the atoms and the physical properties of the four
 elements as long as these latter remain unchanged and such as each of them is by its own
 nature. Therefore if we assume any of these to be the substrate of sensation, the soritical

 reasoning will apply: the minimal body of such a kind cannot have sensation, therefore
 neither can a body equal to two minimal bodies, nor to three and so on.

 To avoid this paradox, one would need to make the elements exempt from this kind of
 analysis. It is not enough to replace the atoms with the changeable four elements of
 Aristotelian theory: if those elements are taken as they are and merely juxtaposed, no kind

 of disturbance will produce a sensation. They will be still 'like heaps' - this is already not
 Galen, but Aristotle, but Galen agrees.49 In order to avoid this kind of fallacy, the main
 predicate itself, i.e. 'feeling pain upon an exposure to a particular type of physical effect',

 has to stop behaving soritically. This means that the elements should be either perceiving

 through and through or that the connection between the two elements should be such as to

 allow an unproblematic 'leap' from the unperceiving to the perceiving state. Both these
 conditions, according to Galen, presuppose the ability to undergo alteration.

 The elements cannot be unperceiving and unalterable, they cannot be perceiving and
 unalterable (some kind of material monad), but they can be perceiving and alterable and
 unperceiving and alterable (see table at p. 165 above). Both the two latter options are
 logically possible as far as the requirements of perception are concerned, but perhaps not
 both are true.50 In the bodies that are sentient, all the parts are both alterable and sentient.

 But those bodies that are not sentient can become sentient only if they are transformed and

 altered in many ways. Thus, although water on its own is unperceiving, and so is earth,
 and fire, and air, there might be such a combination of these four elements (perhaps in a
 living tissue pervaded with sensory nerves) that would already be perceiving.

 It may be worth noting that speaking of alterability as a methodological requirement
 in the theory of elements, Galen seems to be appealing to two different roles of alteration

 and change. He alludes to the distinction when he argues that the property of being
 affected lacks in the element which is one:

 (T1 1) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.426.3-7 K = 68.18-21 De Lacy
 (1) That what is one is unaffected is quickly proved; for the one element has
 nothing into which it (a) will be transformed or by which it (b) will be affected.
 (2) (a) In being transformed it will be changed into something else , and (b) in

 that generically different properties cannot accrue to aggregates, but can do so in more complex
 structures, such as mixture. Therefore sentience cannot arise in an aggregate, which is like a heap of
 grains, but can arise in a more unified structure, such as that of a living body.

 49kcxì yàp Ttapà xà xpó>|iaia Kai xoùç x^oùç Kai xoùç àijioùç Kal 7iáv0' ânXcòç eirceîv xakXa xà xoîç
 acoļiaoiv imápxovxa xò xrjç aio0f|a£Cûç êxepóv èaxi yévoç, cogí' oik' éÇ dxójicov oi)x' ¿k îrupôç Kai
 àépoç Kai yfjç Kai itôaxoç eyxcopeî yevéaGai xò aiaôrjxiKÒv acoļia |i£vóvxcov aļi£xapfaļxcūv Kai
 xoioúxcúv, oiá 7i8p êaxt Kaxà xr|v éauxcòv cpúaiv (Galen, Hipp.Elem . 1.431.13-432.2 K = 74.4-7
 De Lacy), cf. Aristotle, Metaph. Z 16 1040b5-9: Oavepòv 8è öxi Kai xóòv õokougcov eivai ovauov aí
 7tXeiGxai ÔDvájiEiç eiaí, xá xe inòpia xéòv Çcocov (oúÔèv yàp Kexcopiajxévov aúxéòv éoxív öxav ôè
 XCOpioGfj, Kai xóxe övxa coç vfo] návx a) Kai yfj Kai 7rôp Kai afļp* oúSèv yàp avxcov ev saxiv, àkX* oiov

 Qcopóc, Tcplv Tļ 7T8cp0fļ Kai ysvT|xaí xi eÇ aůxcov ev.

 50 Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.424.16-426.1 1 K = 68.3-24 De Lacy; 1.427.2-15 K = 70.2-12 De Lacy.
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 169

 being affected it will be affected by some other thing. (3) How then will it still be

 kept one?51 Trans. De Lacy, my italics (IK)

 In the first sense, mentioned early on and now again as a condition of sensation in general,
 it is the ability to be acted upon, undergo external disturbance of which the sentient
 component of sensation will actualize its sentience and become perceiving.52 This sense
 corresponds to 'being affected' in (Til (lb) and (2b)). Galen invokes this sense
 particularly when he argues against the option where the elements are sentient but not
 changeable.

 (T12) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.424.17-425.5 K = 68.4-8 De Lacy
 It is inadmissible also that it be composed of elements that are unaffected and
 sentient; that (entity) too will never feel pain because it will not be affected. It will

 be potentially sentient, but will never actually feel anything before it is affected by

 something.53

 Here the requirement that the elements must be subject to affection is given as a distinct
 part of the mechanism of sensation. The sentient body must be affected in order for the

 object of perception to be presented to it. It is from this assumption that Galen derives the

 condition that the elements of which this body is composed must be subject to affection.

 This condition will help to avoid the sorites-style paradox discussed above. But it does
 seem to presuppose that the way in which the sentient body is affected involves a change
 at the level of the elements. Some kind of elemental transformation is needed in order for

 the the sensible object to be presented to a sentient body.

 As we know, Aristotle's position on how the sense object acts upon the senses is
 stated in different terms, of the objects actualizing the sensory powers, and the question
 whether this actualization involves a physical process between the object and the sense
 organ is highly controversial.54 Galen's theory of elements, the way it is presented in his

 polemic against corpuscularists, does seem to require that the elements which constitute
 the sentient body be affected in the process of perception. Otherwise, even the sentient
 body will fail to perceive, because the object of perception will not be presented to it. Of
 course, there is no suggestion that Galen's theory of perception is Aristotelian: it is not,
 and is not meant to be. But the theory of elements which he attributes to Hippocrates and

 commends as optimal, is Aristotelian, by his own admission.
 The second meaning of 'being affected' invoked by Galen has to do with the ability

 of the elements to be transformed in a process of change ((T 11.1(a) and 2(a)). This

 51 (Til) (1) on ôè to êv ana 0éç, r| ànóôeiÇiç <túvto|íoç. oíke yàp elç ô (a) ļieiaonļGeTai oi)0' i)cp'
 OTOU (b) 7T8ÍGeiai tò ev Gxoixeíov exet. (2) (a) jie0iGxá|ievóv ie yàp elç exspóv xi ļiexaGxiļGexai Kai
 (b) rcáGxov Tjcp' éxépov xivòç rceÍGexai. (3) rccoç ovv êv exi cpT)^ax0f|G8xai;

 52 Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1 419.10-12 K = 62.15-16 De Lacy, n.41 above.

 53 (Tl 2) oÍ)kodv oí>8' šč, (X7ia0G)v 0' a^ia Kai àvaiG0f|xcov éyxcopeí oxoixeícov eivai xò aÍG0r|xiKÓv. oů

 (if|v 01)5' eč, a7ia0<öv 0' ä|ia Kai aÎG0avo|aévcûv. oú5è yàp oùÔè xoûx' aA,yiļaei rcoxè, Sióxi (irjôe
 7teÍGSxai. ÔDvájxci jièv yàp aÍG0rjxiKÒv SGxai, èvepysía Ó' aio0avó|ievov ovôercoxe, Ka0á7cep Kal xò
 r||iéxepov G<x>(ia Kaíxoi (pavepcòç wtápxov aÍG0r|xiKÒv o^icoç oúk aÍG0ávexai, 7iplv 7ia0sív wió xivoç.

 For the most recent comprehensive summary, see Caston, 'The spirit and the letter' (n.3, above).
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 1 70 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 meaning becomes particularly important for Galen when it comes to explaining how it is
 possible for the elements of living bodies to be subject to change and yet not sentient. This
 is possible because the insentient cosmic elements can change in such a way as to form a
 new whole, such as to possess the property of sentience. This meaning of alterability is at
 work in Galen's explanation of how sentience can come about in a body made up of the
 elements which themselves are not sentient but have an ability to undergo change. In this

 case, the change in question is the one it takes to make the elements into the constituents

 of a living body.

 (T13) Galen, Hipp.Elem . 1.427.15-428 K = 70.12-18 De Lacy
 (1) If you wish to scrutinize the actual parts (of a sentient body) and contemplate

 them with the aid of reason, (you will find that) all the parts of sentient bodies are

 both sentient and subject to affection, as he said a little earlier about flesh; (2) but

 if you contemplate the first elements, (you will recognize that) if one were to
 assume these bodies to be without sensation but able to act upon each other and be

 acted upon in many ways, it is possible for a sentient body to come to be in many

 partial alterations.55 Trans. De Lacy, lightly modified

 The atomists might dispute Galen's analysis. They might insist, as Lucretius 891-96
 quoted above (T7) shows, that it is not the quantity of atoms that accounts for the power

 of sensation in the living beings (this would be a misrepresentation of their theory) but a
 specific atomic structure, the way the atoms are arranged in a combination. And it is here
 that Galen would bring in his soritical refutation: since the only kind of combination
 available in the atomist system is juxtaposition, the onus is on its proponents to show at
 which point the atomic aggregate stops being insentient and starts being sentient.

 His own theory of the elements does not face a similar problem because it is based on

 Aristotle's account of change, where qualitative change is described as having the
 mechanism of 'replacement', the quality ('form') replacing its privation in a persistent
 substrate. In this way, Galen thinks, it should be possible for a new quality to arise in the
 elemental constituents of a composite body, when these constituents undergo qualitative
 change of this sort, i.e. alteration. Galen speaks in (T13.2) about 'partial alterations' using
 the Greek expression Kaxà |iépoç, which he also uses referring to soritical reasoning. But
 in this case there will be no soritical paradox, because the increments he talks about are
 qualitative, not quantitative. This means that the 'inductive step' of soritical reasoning, the

 inference of the form P(an_i) z> P(an), is not available. In fact, the analysis of 'replacement'

 change is: ~P(x) => P(x), where P is a property, x a persistent subject, and => is a non-
 technical symbol indicating the direction of change. The property P is not supposed to be
 contained in the composite object before it undergoes change. Therefore 'partial'
 alterations suggested by Galen do not run into a soritical problem.

 55 (T13) si 1X£v yàp auxà xà ļiopia ôoKijiáÇeiv eGéXoiç Kal OKO7i8Îo0ai ico A,óyą>, návť éaxìv
 aia0T1xiKá xe Kal 7ta0r|xiKa xéòv aia0r|xiKcov acofxáxcov, c bç òAiyov ēļX7ipoa0ev ércl xrjç aapKÒç

 éXéyojAev ei 8è xà rcpcoxa axoixsîa GK07i0Ír|ç, svôéxexai xoúxcov avaia0f|xa)v ļiev wroKeijievcov, się
 aXA,t|Xa 5è xò Ôpâv Kal náo%e iv éxóvxcov rcoAueiôcoç sv noMaîç xaíç Kaxà |iépoç áAÀoubaeoi
 yevéa0ai rcoxè xò aia0t|xiKÒv aôfxa.
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 171

 Galen illustrates his point with the example of housebuilding: a new house built by
 putting together bricks, stones, and timber, will have only the properties which these
 constituent parts have. Likewise, in a structure built up by juxtaposition of the constituent

 parts all its properties are the same in kind as the properties of parts. In order for a
 structure to acquire a property different in kind (éxepoysvéç) from the properties of parts,

 the method by which parts are combined in a structure has to be different, such that the

 parts themselves would lose some of their properties and acquire new ones.

 (T14) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.430.6-14 K = 72.16-22 De Lacy
 (1) Shapes produce shapes and smaller magnitudes produce larger ones, but
 shapes do not produce magnitudes or magnitudes shapes, and for that reason it
 cannot be allowed that something different in kind is generated from elements that

 do not change their qualities; (2) but it can be allowed from elements that do
 change them. (3) For it is possible that in the course of many intermediary
 changes what was formerly black may in turn become white and what was
 formerly white may in turn become black and (4) what is now insentient may in
 turn become sentient.56 Trans. De Lacy, lightly modified

 The argument in (T 14.1) is apparently against the atomistic theory of elements, since size,

 weight, shape, and position are the only real properties of atoms according to this theory.

 (T14.2) is Galen's general statement of his own proposal: we know that 'changing
 qualities' has a very specific meaning, in accordance with Aristotelian theory of change
 (otherwise the disjointed masses of Asclepiades and Plato's regular solids would qualify
 as elements). Quality is also taken by Galen not generically in the sense of 'property', but

 referring primarily to the four elemental qualities and all their derivatives, again in
 agreement with Aristotle's treatment of elemental qualities in GC 2.2 and Mete. 4. (T14.3)
 indicates that the process of change in which new qualities, such as sentience, are derived,
 is complex, and may include many transformations of the elements before coming to
 fruition. (T14.4) reminds us again of the logical structure of change which is essential for
 a correct theory of elements: change is a replacement of a privation of a quality by the
 quality itself.

 Galen's point here is that sentience supervenes on the alterable elements because
 sentience is something different in kind from the properties that the elements have.57
 Here, of course, he is thinking of his own (and the Aristotelian) qualitative model of the
 elements, where each element is a conjunction of two elemental qualities (hot/dry,
 hot/moist, cold/moist, and cold/dry). Sentience is different in kind from any of these

 56 (T14) (1) Kaì yàp xà axfļ(iaia Gxnjiáxcov éaxiv aTtspyaoxuca Kai xà a|iiKpóxepa ¿ieyé0r| xéov
 |X8iÇóva)v, oi) ļjjļv T1XOI oxfmaxa fieyeGcüv iļ fxeyéGrj axn|iáxa)v, ©ox' sk jisv xcov [ir' jiexapaMóvxcov

 xàç 7coióxT1xaç gxoixsícov ovk eyxcopeí yevéoGai xi xcov éxepoyevcov, (2) bk ôè xcòv jiexaßaMxivxcov

 éyxcopsr (3) ôúvaxai yàp êv 7ioÀÀ,aîç xaîç [LemŁp (iexapo^aîç xò xécoç ¿léXav avOiç yevéoOai Xcukòv
 Kaì xò xécoç XeuKÒv auOiç [iskav (4) Kaì xò vuv ávaío0r|xov auOiç aio0i1xiKÓv.

 57 Pace Hankinson, 'Philosophy of nature' (n 1, above; cf. n.48, above) 213. Victor Caston gives a
 correct analysis of the case of sensation relatively to Galen's house example, although he does not
 mention the special role of alteration; see V. Caston, ' Epiphenomenalisms ancient and modern',
 Philosophical Review 106.3 (1997) 306-63 (352-53).
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 1 72 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 properties, but the claim is that a certain number of unspecified 'intermediary changes'
 can produce sentience in the mixture of these elements.

 It may be important to note that Galen is not aiming at providing a full explanation of

 sensation here, but only establishing the necessary conditions which need to obtain at the

 elemental level in order for sensation to be possible. 'Possible' is a key word in his
 analysis of the four logical options. The possibility for the elements to have the property

 of being affected but not sentience depends on whether such elements can satisfy the two
 necessary conditions of perception just mentioned: being subject to affection as part of the

 process of perception and being subject to change in the course of which they will obtain
 sentience.

 According to Galen, both these roles are fulfilled by the same type of change, namely

 alteration, but its function is not the same. In the first case, alteration is supposed to be the

 triggering cause of sensation, while in the second case, alteration provides the physical
 mechanism of mixture, which transforms the elements into the proximate matter, making

 them, in this mixed state, the building blocks of the perceiving structure. Although Galen

 does believe that these two processes must be the same as far as their physical status is
 concerned, it is the second process that interests him as a part of his objection to the
 atomists and it is this kind of alterability that is particularly important as a requirement for

 the elements: they must be able to undergo a physiological change so as to be
 incorporated within a sentient structure.58

 As we have seen in his analysis of the four options, Galen admits that both the
 elements that are perceiving and alterable and the elements that are just alterable have a
 possibility of being sentient. This does not mean that both these options are true of the
 elements of the sentient bodies. His promise to establish the true option must be fulfilled
 in his criticism of the Pneumatist account of elements.

 3. Galen 's arguments against the Pneumatists

 3.1 The Pneumatist argument: Stoic philosophical background and Galen 's strategy

 The overall position of the Pneumatic school is much closer to Galen's own philosophy of
 nature than that of the corpuscularists. Pneumatism is associated with Stoicism, as Galen

 himself tells us, and more specifically, with the version of the Stoic doctrine developed by
 Chrysippus, who described his active principle as pneuma , 'breath'.59 Discussing the

 58 The distinction is not spelled out by Galen himself, despite its importance, but he seems to be
 aware of the slightly convoluted presentation of his argument, when he finishes the argument by
 saying sapienti sat : 'this has been adequately demonstrated, to those at least who have had any
 training at all in following the demonstration' ( Hipp.Elem . 1.432.1 1-12 K = 74.24-25 De Lacy).

 59 Galen, D iff. Puls. VIII.63 1.1-4 K: nokv ôè tout' eaxi rcapà tg) 7ip07rá7i7ia> xfjç aipeasooę aůxcov
 XpuaÍ7utcp. voļLio0£T£Ī (lèv yàp òvó^iaxa 7iÀ£Îov iļ lótaôv 'A0r|vaíoiç íoxav xoíç aÇooi voļiiaļiaia.
 VIII.642.4-7 K: àpéoKovxai yàp ovxoi rcávxeç oi ÍIveu^aiiKol Katanjjievoi xoíç arcò rrjç axoáç
 Sóyjiaoiv. cogx' ènei XpiJourTioç avxoùç siÖiasv à(X(piopr|X6Îv rcepì xcòv Kaxà xrjv cpiloaocpíav
 òvojiáxcov, oi)8' aúxoi rcepi xcòv Kaxà xrjv iaxpiicr|v xaûxa rcoiEiv òkvovgi. On Galen's engagement
 with Stoicism, see T. Tieleman, Galen and Chrysippus on the soul : argument and refutation in the

 De placitis //-/// (Leiden 1996), id., Chrysippus on affections (Leiden 2003), and most recently
 Ch. Gill, Naturalistic psychology in Galen and Stoicism (Oxford 2010).
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 Pneumatist view in Hipp.Elem ., Galen mentions by name only one representative of this
 school, its founder Athenaeus of Attalia.60 Athenaeus is the author of a comprehensive
 treatise on medical art, Peri boêthêmatôn , which Galen apparently knows and which he
 highly praises just before developing his criticism of Athenaeus's theory of elements.61
 Despite the fact that Galen has first-hand knowledge of Athenaeus's work, in his
 argument we do not seem to find any verbatim quotations from Athenaeus. Athenaeus's
 views are presented as replies in a dialectical debate, constructed by Galen on the basis of
 what he knows about the Pneumatist position. According to Galen's report, Athenaeus and
 his followers believe that the elements of a living body are not fire, air, water, earth, but

 the hot, the cold, the dry, and the moist, insofar as they are constitutive of living bodies

 only. A near-contemporary source tells us that Athenaeus also accepted the Stoic principle
 of pneuma :

 (T15) [Galen] [Int.] 9, XIV.698.5-12 K = SVF2AX6
 According to Athenaeus, the elements of man are not the four first bodies, fire,

 air, water, and earth, but their qualities, the hot, the cold, the dry and the moist,
 two of which he considers to be productive causes, viz. the hot and the cold, and
 two material, viz. the dry and the moist, and he additionally introduces as the fifth

 breath, which according to the Stoics, pervades everything, by which all things are

 contained and governed.62

 Both Galen and Athenaeus are humouralists. Both seem to think of the four humours -

 blood, phlegm, yellow, and black bile - as the organic equivalents of the four elements.
 Galen occasionally follows the Pneumatist usage calling the humours 'proximate
 elements'.63 Both take each of the humours to be a combination of two 'organic'
 elemental qualities: yellow bile of heat and dryness (like Aristotle's fire), blood of heat
 and moist (like air), phlegm of moist and coldness, and black bile of dryness and
 coldness.64 Galen tells us that Athenaeus in his writings criticized Asclepiades.65

 60 The biographical evidence for Athenaeus is meagre. Galen in de Causis Contentivis 1 .2 calls him
 a 'student of Posidonius'. If this were Posidonius of Apamea ( ca . 130 - after 51 bc) and Athenaeus'
 studentship were to be taken literally, this would give a very early date for the foundation of the
 Pneumatist school which is not supported by other evidence. References in ancient sources do not
 start until the mid-first century ad, which would put Athenaeus's floruit in the early first century.

 For a detailed survey with references, see V. Nutton, Ancient medicine (London 2005) 202-04.

 61 Title in Oribasius, Collectiones Medicae 9.12 tl-2 ( Collectionum medicarum reliquiae , libri
 IX-XVI, ed. H. Raeder, CMG 6.1.2 (Leipzig and Berlin 1929) 12.25-26), cf. Galen, Hipp.Elem.
 1.457.13-15 K = 102.7-9 De Lacy.

 62 (T15) Korea ôè tòv 'A0f|vaiov Gioitela avOpcorcou ou xà xeoaapa 7tpwxa acojiaxa, 7röp Kai àf|p Kai

 uôcop Kai yfj, ÒXV aí 7ioióxr|xeç aúxcov, xò Gepjiòv Kai xò '|ruxpòv Kai xò Çr|pòv Kai xò uypòv, gov õúo

 Hsv xà 7toir|xiKa aïxia imoxíOexai, xò 0epjiòv Kai xò vjruxpòv, 5úo ôè xà ú^ucà, xò Çí1pòv Kai xò uypòv,

 Kai 7T81I7ÜX0V 7rapeiaáyei Kaxà xoùç Xxcûïkoùç xò SifļKOV ôià rcavxcov rcveūļia, i)cp' ou xà Ttávxa
 ai)véxeo0ai Kai SiouceîoOai.

 63 Galen: 'For blood, phlegm, yellow and black bile are the elements of the coming into being of all

 sanguineous animals, not of man only'. See Hipp.Elem. 1.492.1-493.1 K = 138.15-140.2 De Lacy.

 64 For Galen, see Nat.Fac. 2.9. Galen's theory of humours as parts of a living body is more complex:
 he is keen to remind his audience that the parts of the living body which we call blood, bile, etc., are
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 1 74 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 But there are also some differences between the two theories of elements, Galenic and

 Pneumatist. Perhaps the most important one has to do with the way in which the Pneumatists

 treat the relation between the cosmic elements (earth, air, fire, water) and the elemental

 constituents of a living body, 'proximate' (xà rcpoaexn) or 'peculiar' (ïBia), i.e. humours
 with their constituent elemental qualities (hot/cold, dry/moist). In order to understand the

 Pneumatist notion of 'proximate' elements it will be useful to go back to the Stoic
 (Chrysippean) theory of pneumatic tension. According to this theory, pneuma , the active

 principle of the cosmos, acting upon matter, pervades the whole of the universe and
 produces all its parts and natural kinds, from the four elements through the inanimate nature

 to plants, animals, and humans.66 The successive tiers of nature's ladder are formed by
 different degrees of pneumatic tension.67 This tension holds together the entities of a given

 natural kind and shapes and guides their activities. The lowest tier, that of inanimate bodies,

 such as minerals, corresponds to the state of pneuma described as hexis, just 'state' or
 'habit'; the realm of plants is guided by phusis , 'nature', in a narrow sense; animals have
 psukhê , 'soul' as their ruling principle, and soul in physicalist terms is nothing else but a

 degree of pneumatic tension, above that of phusis , but below that of logos , the rational

 principle.68 Logos is the ruling principle of all rational creatures: humans, gods, and the
 cosmos as a whole {logos is one of the ways to refer to the active principle).69 Logos is
 corporeal and corresponds to the highest degree of pneumatic tension. The characteristic
 feature of the soul as a ruling principle is that it possesses the power of perception.

 (T16) D.L. 7.156-57 Dorandi
 (1) They hold the view that nature is the designing fire going by an ordered route
 into generation, which is firelike and artlike breath; (2) and the soul [on their view]

 is perceiving <nature>. (3) This latter is breath connatural to us. (4) Therefore it is a

 body and persists after death. (5) It is destructible, but the soul of all things, whose

 parts are in animals, is indestructible. (6) Zeno of Citium, Antipater in On soul , as

 well as Posidonius hold that soul is hot breath: for it is by this that we are breathing

 and by this we move. (7) According to Cleanthes, all souls persist until the
 conflagration, according to Chrysippus, only those of the sages.70

 all the results of elemental mixture. Thus blood can display different degrees of heat and density,
 and the same is the case with the remaining three humours.

 65 Hipp.Elem. 1.486.3-7 K = 132.18-22 De Lacy.

 66 See SVF 2.458 (149.46-150.30 = Philo, Quod Deus sit immutabilis, chs 35, 41).

 67 See SVF 2.451 = Nemesius, de Natura Hominis , ed. M. Morani (Leipzig 1987) 18.5-9 and 15-17.

 68 See SVF 2.459 (Critolaus apud [Philo] Aet.Mund. 248.2) and 458, see n.50, above. For
 discussions, see D. E. Hahm, The origins of Stoic cosmology (Columbus 1977), B. Inwood,
 'Chrysippus on extension and the void', Revue Internationale de Philosophie 178 (1991) 245-66,
 D. E. Hahm, 4 Self-motion in Stoic philosophy', in Self-motion: from Aristotle to Newton ,
 eds M. L. Gill and J. G. Lennox (Princeton 1994) 175-225.

 69 SVF 2.841 (Chrysippus apud Galen, PHP 5.3).

 70 (T 16) (1) A0K6Î ó' outoîç tt|v |i£v (púciv eivai 7TÖp T8%viKÓv, ó5ćo PaSíÇov eiç yéveaiv, Ö7T8p sail

 7uveūļia îuupoeiôèç Kal xexvoeiôéç- (2) TĪļv Ôè 'ļn)xr|v aio0r|TiKr|v. (3) Taimļv Ó' eivai xò aujiipusę rļļiīv
 7uvd)|ia- (4) ôiò Kai acoļia eivai Kal jiexà xòv Gávaxov S7U|iéveiv (5) (p0apxf|v 5' imápxeiv, tt|v 5è ucov
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 1 75

 This text illustrates the connection between nature (as the principle of vegetative life) and

 soul as understood by the Stoics. Nature is defined in (1), famously, as a designing fire (7r0p

 T6XVIKÓV) which, when it goes down the route of generation, is fire-like and art-like breath,

 pneuma. We should take note of the expression 'artlike' (xexvoeiôéç) pneuma. In this context

 the adjective, along with 'firelike' (7uup08iôéç) is supposed to emphasize the dependence of

 the generative pneuma on the designing and fiery aspects of the original active principle as

 well as the derivative nature of the pneumatic process of generation. But it may be relevant

 that one of the several positions of Pneumatists attacked by Galen is that the proximate
 elements are the elements 'of the art'. Along with the more obvious reading, according to

 which these elements are 'of the art' in the sense of being the elements of analysis conducted

 by the art of medicine, we must, I think, consider the one according to which they are the

 natural elements constituted in the process of cosmic generation originated by divine
 craftsmanship. The art of medicine in this case would only follow the divine design in the
 art-like manner appropriate to it. Galen should be happy with the idea that the elements in a

 living body partake of the cosmic design, but hardly prepared to admit that they should
 therefore be different elements, whose structure only imitates that of the cosmic elements.

 It is important to note that in our text, soul is taken to be the perceiving, or sentient,

 nature (T16.2). Galen himself does adapt the Stoic theory of pneumatic tension for his
 analysis of the powers of living beings, agreeing with the Stoics and Aristotle against Plato

 that plants do not possess perception, and agreeing with the Stoics and Plato against
 Aristotle that where there is soul there is perception. The result of these two assumptions is

 that plants possess cpúoiç rather than vjruxfi and are excluded from the class of ensouled

 beings - the net Stoic position.71

 Galen does not normally quarrel with the Stoics about the elements. On the contrary, in

 all the most important debates against the atomists, they are presented as allies and
 differences are suppressed. Nonetheless, his disagreement with the Pneumatists in the
 Hipp.Elem. has to do with the Stoic principles they are trying to follow.

 otaov acpGapxov, rjç ļi£prļ eivai xàç èv xoîç Çcooiç. (6) Zīļvcov 5' ó Kixieùç Kai Xvxírcaxpoç èv xoîç
 nspì ij/Dxflç Kai noaeiÔGMOç 7uveí)|ia ev0ep|iov eivai xf|v vj/D^iļv- xoúxco yàp f| 'iâq eivai ejircvoDç Kai

 TJ7TÒ xoúxou KiveÎG0ai. (7) KXeáv0t|ç jièv ouv rcáaaç ¿7ri5ia|iéveiv {xàç} jxéxpi eKírupcbaecoç,
 Xpúauuroç 8è xàç xéòv oocpcov jióvcov. In (2), after aia0Tļxiicr|v <cpi3oiv> is added by von Arnim since
 it seems to be indicated grammatically. It is not clear that it should be in the text rather than just

 being implied (in fact, in the most recent edition Dorandi does not print it), but the connexion
 between nature and soul does seem to be clearly intended (Gigante suggested ëÇiv which gives
 better sense doctrinally, but lacks textual grounds.).

 71 See Nat.Fac. 1.1, II. 1.5-2.6 K, AdvJul. XVIIIa.266.9-13 K, Caus.Symp. VII.129.4-10 K. Galen
 relaxes this restriction on a number of occasions, drawing parallels between the Stoic plant nature
 and Aristotle's vegetative soul and even Plato's desiring soul, where it suits his argument, but in the

 passages cited in this note, particularly in the first one, he emphasizes that Stoic technical usage is
 the correct one, as far as the precision and clarity is concerned. For more on plant souls see James

 Wilberding's paper in this volume.
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 1 76 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 As (T16.3) shows, according to the Stoics, soul, the perceiving or sentient nature, is
 connatural breath: the portion of designing fire that went along the route of animal
 generation.72

 It is important to recall the physical mechanism by which breath, in the Stoic account,

 is transformed into the soul, acquiring its proper tension, which comes complete with the

 property of sentience. According to the Stoics, in the animal ontogenesis soul is produced

 in the process they call 'hardening' (gtójjxooiç), analogous to the hardening of steel in the

 smithy. The hot breath that sustained the embryo (and which is treated in some sources as
 combined with the innate heat) is exposed to the cold air, which enters the lungs of a
 newborn animal. The connatural pneuma is cooled and hardened, and according to some
 accounts, loses its original concomitant heat.73 The heat sustaining the complete animal
 (as opposed to the embryo) is adventitious upon the motion of pneuma and thus turns out
 to be in a way the secondary and not the primary factor in the explanation of animal
 activities. The primary factor is connatural breath, which alone provides a physical link
 between the organism and its environment. Here is how the mechanism is described by
 Antyllus, a Pneumatist, who is Galen's contemporary:

 (T17) Antyllus, On healthy vocal exercise , apud Oribasium, Collectiones
 Medicae , 6.10.19.5-20.1 (6.1.1, 163.11-15 Raeder)
 For breath, by its restless motion in friction, arouses and kindles the heat in us,
 producing because of its uninterrupted activity such an amount of burning in the

 body that if we do not constantly cool ourselves by the cooling of the respiration,

 then we will unknowingly experience the same as those who fall into the great
 conflagration.74

 On this view, the quality of heat in a living body is a function of a still more basic,
 corporeal living principle, namely, connatural breath. This vital heat has its own, distinct,

 method of production and causal history, being an outcome of continuous motion of
 pneuma. In this it differs from both the designing fire as the active principle and the
 elemental fire produced by the designing fire in the process of cosmogony.75 In the grand
 design of the Stoic cosmos it is, of course, quite important that the physical principle of
 heat be operative on all the cosmic levels. Yet, this design does not presuppose a simple
 transfer of physical characteristics from the first principles to all the denizens of the

 72 This point is well attested in the Stoic sources. The argument establishing that soul is breath is
 reported (and criticized) by Alexander of Aphrodisias in Mant. 3 (1 17.32-1 18.4).

 73 Cf. Plutarch's criticism in Stoic.Rep. 1053c4-dl, Comm.Not. 1084d7-e4.

 74 (T17) xò yàp Trveûna rrjv êv rļļiīv 0ep|xaaíav ico 7io>o)iavf|Tcp xfjç cpopâç Kaxà xf|v rcapáipiij/iv
 syeípei Kai ÇoMrupsî, Tooaimļv àrcoxeAouv 5ià xò xfjç evEpyeíaç àôuxXsurxov ev xco ocójiaxi 7rópíoaiv,

 óScrrs, ei ļjx| rcap' eicaoxov avavļruftOļiev éauxoùç xfj ôià xfjç àva7rvoÍ1ç Kaxavj/úÇei, taxOeív av oļioia

 Ttaôóvxaç xoíç eíç rcoM,f|v è|!7teaoí)aiv <eyicai)Giv> (Oribasius, Collectionum medicarum reliquiae ,
 libri I- VIII, ed. H. Raeder, CMG 6.1.1 (Leipzig and Berlin 1928), 163.1 1-15).

 75 On Stoic cosmogony, see Hahm, Stoic cosmology (n.68, above), 57-90; on the genesis of fire and
 elemental transformations, two recent studies: J.M. Cooper, 'Chrysippus on physical elements', in
 God and cosmos in Stoicism , ed. R. Salles (Oxford 2009) 93-117, and R. Salles, 'Chrysippus on
 conflagration and destructibility of the cosmos', ibid., 1 18-34.
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 1 77

 cosmos: the design as physical principle ensures also that all the workings within the
 cosmos get their own specific kóyoi and specific mechanism of production.

 The Pneumatists thus have philosophical reasons, taken from Stoic physics, to argue
 that vital heat present in the human body is not identical with the cosmic heat. Vital heat is

 a 'proximate' or 'peculiar' element because it is derivative from the internal vital principle

 of a living body.76 This makes all the proximate qualities dependent on the pneumatic
 motion, and accounts for the difference between these qualities and their cosmic
 counterparts (earth, air, fire, water), although presumably there is some sort of relation
 between these cosmic qualities (which are identical with cosmic elements in the Stoic
 system) and the proximate qualities. One of the arguments used by Pneumatists in defence

 of their view is that cosmic elements are not found in the living organism in their pure
 form, so proximate qualities are the proper elements of a living body as far as the medical
 art is concerned.

 Galen has several reasons for disagreeing with this position. In his system, the four
 primary elemental qualities (hot/cold, dry/moist) are basic with respect to the kinetic
 properties of the elements and elemental mixtures, since kinetic properties are construed

 as the functions of the powers of attraction and repulsion inherent in the most basic
 mixtures.77 Galen argues that proximate, i.e. organic, elemental qualities have the same
 nature as their inorganic cosmic counterparts: the principles of natural design and mixture
 are sufficient to account for a variety of properties manifest in the organic and inorganic

 elemental compounds throughout the cosmos. The qualities of heat, cold, moisture, and
 solidity, are incorporeal, but combined with the prime matter they produce the elements,

 i.e. the simple bodies each of which possesses the extreme degree of one of the elemental
 qualities. The elements do not exist in their pure state anywhere in the cosmos, large or
 small, but it would be wrong to deny their existence altogether on this basis. The elements

 are legitimate theoretical entities, which are not postulated arbitrarily, but are expected to

 provide an explanation for the effects we observe in the sensible compounds. The
 previous argument has already ruled out the possibility that corpuscles and atoms could
 play the role of such theoretical entities. We are going to see how Galen establishes the
 key points of this position in his debate against Pneumatists.

 In the beginning of his argument, Galen summarizes Athenaeus's position as follows:

 76 The distinction between two positions in medical philosophy is reflected also in this report by
 Rufiis of Ephesus: 'Zeno says that heat and breath are the same, while physicians distinguish
 between breath as that which is breathed in, and the hot as the result of friction produced by breath,

 while others say it is a certain principle of life'. 0sp|iaaiav ôè Kai 7uveö(ia Zfļvcov jièv xò amò eivai
 (piļaiv oi 5è iaxpoì ôiaipoûai, KV£Û'ia jièv xò àvarcveónevov 0ep|iòv 5è tt|v 8KTpivļ/iv xoö Tuveújiaxoç-
 oí ôè àpxT|v xiva Çcofjç. De corporis humāni appellationibus 228.1 = Oeuvres de Rufus d'Ephèse ,
 eds C. Daremberg and É. Ruelle (Paris 1879) 166.9-11. It is not clear whether the last mentioned
 group of physicians, those who consider heat as a certain principle of life, share the Pneumatist view

 of it as a product of pneumatic motion. In the theory of Athenaeus which Galen discusses both these
 views seem compatible: proximate qualities are not the same as the cosmic qualities (because
 produced by pneuma), but they are the elements, i.e. the principles of life.

 77 Kupreeva, 'Aristotelian dynamics' (n.25, above) 81-84.
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 1 78 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 (T18) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 6.1, 1.457.8-13 K = 102.1-7 De Lacy
 (1) Athenaeus of Attalia made hot, cold, dry, and wet the elements of man, (2) and
 at the same time he claimed that the elements are clearly visible and do not
 require proof, (3) sometimes calling them qualities and powers, on occasion
 granting that they are bodies, (4) then afraid to agree that they are water, air, fire,

 and earth.78 Trans. De Lacy

 In this summary, Galen draws attention to two points, which he goes on to criticize and
 explain in some detail. The first one, as stated here (T18.2), is methodological and
 epistemological: the 'proximate' elements of living bodies (the ones that are the elements
 specifically of living bodies, and are produced by pneuma, qualities of heat, coldness,
 dryness and moisture) are 'evident and do not require demonstration'. The second point
 (T18.3) is logical. Galen claims that Pneumatists are inconsistent and possibly confused
 about the ontological status of the elements, calling them at times qualities and at other
 times bodies. He will argue, most likely drawing on Aristotle's Categories , that bodies
 and qualities subsume, respectively, two non-overlapping classes of predicates, and that in
 this classification the elements are bodies. These points reflect two lines of reasoning in
 Galen's argumentative strategy whose aim is to show that Athenaeus's position conflicts
 with evidence and that it is based on faulty logic and conceptual confusion. In fact, both
 points identified by Galen as targets of his attack may have more philosophical
 background than he is initially prepared to acknowledge.

 3.2 Methodological point: a dialectical study of principles needed

 Galen begins by questioning the concept of evidence used by Athenaeus with respect to
 the elements of living body. The text of Hipp.Elem. does not give us very many details as
 to the exact meaning of this description in Athenaeus's doctrine, and it is not clear how
 much of what we have in this report weis actually spelled out by Athenaeus himself rather

 than supplied by Galen. Galen suggests two explanations: (1) the Pneumatists might say
 that the cosmic elements (earth, fire, water, air) are not found by perception in a human
 (or any living, i.e. ensouled) body or (2) they do not want to speak about the cosmic
 elements because these latter 'are outside the medical art; they are content to make hot,
 cold, dry and wet, which they can clearly point to even in animals, the elements both of
 bodies and the whole of medicine'.79

 Galen tackles the first defence before he even mentions Athenaeus, pointing out that
 no physical element is found in a 'pure' form in the cosmos itself and that the processes of

 78 (T 18) (1) 'A0f|vaioç ó ÂxxaÀeúç, a^a 'ièv axoixeîa xiOéjievoç xàvGpomoD xò Gepjiòv Kai xò xjruxpòv
 Kai xò §r|pòv Kaì xò vypóv, (2) afia ó' èvapyfj (páoKoov Eivai xà axoixeîa Kal à7roôsi^8Cûç jxfļ ÔeîaGai
 (3) Kal Tioxè ļi£v òvo|iáÇ(ov auxà 7ioióxr|xaç Kal ôuvá^ieiç, évíoxe ôè acojiaxa cnyyxcDpwv wcápxeiv, (4)
 eîxa ôeôiàç àépa Kal Trôp Kai ôôcop Kal yfļv o^oXoyfļaai.

 79 Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.459.10-15 K = 104.6-11 De Lacy. dAl' Ïgcûç (pfļaovaiv oí arc' 'AGrļvaiov
 (ir|ô'ai)xol 7ispí ye xoúxcov ànocpaíveaOai ļitļSev, ércéKeiva yàp eivai xfjç iaxpiícfjç xéxvrjç, àpKeív ó'
 aòxoíç xò Gepjiòv Kal xò ijruxpòv Kal xò ^rjpòv Kal xò vypóv, a k<xv xoîç Çcpoiç èvapycoç ôeíÇai
 Ôúvavrai, axoixeîa Kal xcov acofiáxcov tmoöeaöai Kal xf1ç òâ,t|ç laxpucflç.
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 179

 coming to be and nutrition of the living things should be a sufficient proof that they are
 naturally built up by the cosmic elements.80

 His response to the second line of the Pneumatist defence, according to which the
 animate hot, animate cold, animate dry, and animate moist are the elements of medicine,
 is simply to ridicule this claim. How can something be an element of both the animal and
 the art of medicine? In fact, Galen should certainly know what the force of this claim
 might be: the rejection of cosmic elements on the grounds of their irrelevance to medical

 art is a part of the Empiricist programme in medical philosophy. The Pneumatist position
 differs from that of the Empiricists, for the acceptance of the four elemental qualities
 (however understood) as the principles of medical art is a dogmatic, or Rationalist, move.
 But the restriction the Pneumatists impose on these principles, i.e. the requirement that
 they should be exclusively 'proximate', organic qualities, brings them closer to the
 Empiricist position. The thought behind both views is that medicine, as a relatively
 autonomous art, does not need to worry about the speculations of natural philosophers
 about the cosmos at large. As noted above, Galen himself is not totally unsympathetic
 with the idea that there are limits to the scope of medical expertise.81 But he does not
 agree with the way the limits are drawn by his opponents. In particular, he will not accept

 the view according to which the principles of medicine, including the theory of the
 elements, will be established on the basis of medical experience alone. In what can be
 regarded as a methodological prelude to his discussion of Pneumatism, he underlines the
 broad theoretical foundation of his position:

 (T19) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.449.5-10 K = 92.26-94.^2 De Lacy
 (1) Natural science is concerned with bodies that come to be and pass away and
 generally with bodies that are in the process of change; but if being is only one,
 these are eliminated. (2) In the same way medicine too, first, depends on coming
 to be and perishing as a handmaiden, and if these are not given, is also
 eliminated.82 Trans. De Lacy, lightly modified

 In (T19.2), calling medicine a handmaiden (wrripéxiç) of the processes of change, Galen
 indicates his objection to rationalism of the Pneumatist type. The Pneumatists accept the
 description of the cosmic elements provided by natural science, in its Stoic version, but
 make no use of them in their medical theory and practice. In establishing the elements
 relevant to the art of medicine, they give methodological priority to evidence (èvapyeía)
 (Tl 8.2), understood primarily as the evidence of sense perception.83 It is in this way that

 80 Hipp.Elem . 1.451.11-457.5 K = 96.2-100.24 De Lacy. The discussion of this point is resumed
 after the 'logical' interlude at Hipp.Elem. 1.465.10-13 K = 1 10.15-17 De Lacy. See Appendix.

 81 p. 161 andn.28 above.

 82 (T19) (1) f| yàp (pvaioÀoyía rcepl x©v èv yevéaei Kal (pöopa Kai otaoç èv fiexaßoAfl acofiáxcov éorív.
 el 5' cv ¿on ļiovov xò ov, avrjpTļxai xaOxa. (2) Kaxà ôè xòv auxòv xpórcov Kal f| iarpiiciļ 7ipôxov ļisv
 k<xk xoi) yevéaecoç Kal cpGopâç olov wrripéxiç ímápxeiv, el 'lx' 5o0eír| xaôx'eîvai, auvavaipeîxai Kal
 aUTTļ.

 83 Because of the methodological importance of this concept of èvapyeía in the Pneumatist theory of
 elements, it is very tempting to look for the links between this concept and the Stoic doctrine of
 KaxáÀ,T1'1/iç, but in the absence of any evidence, this remains a speculation, albeit an attractive one.
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 1 80 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 they come to establish the elemental qualities hot, cold, dry, and moist that exclusively
 characterize the living bodies as the proper elements of these bodies.

 This approach disagrees with Galen's understanding of the first principles of the art
 of medicine. Galen elaborates on his claim about the dependence of medicine on the
 processes of natural change, explaining that the art of medicine should adopt the
 appropriate first principles to account for change. Those practitioners of the art who fail to

 do so are at risk of going beyond the scope of medicine.84 The immediate target of
 Galen's criticism here is 'elemental monism', but the methodological point he is making
 is more general and does not depend on the exact nature of differences between his
 physical theory and those of his various opponents. Galen draws a parallel between his
 criticism of his opponents and Aristotle's criticism of the Eleatic philosophers in Physics

 1.2: in both cases, according to him, the denial of the first principles of the art or a
 theoretical discipline does not belong to the discipline itself and therefore has to be
 confronted on a different turf, outside this discipline, i.e. either by public criticism (as in

 (T20.1) or in a separate discipline which has as its task the discussion of the first
 principles (T20.2)).

 (T20) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.451.4-9 K = 94.23-28 De Lacy
 (1) Those who deny the clear facts should be either publicly censured by all men
 for turning our life upside down, or (2) some art should be set up which would
 argue about the principles, apart from all special arts, (3) that would in this way
 direct each particular art to the principles which have been granted it [in
 argument].85 Trans. De Lacy, modified, see note
 86

 The special discipline mentioned in (T20.2) is not given any name, but its nature as
 described leaves little doubt that it will be a philosophical discipline devoted to the
 arguments concerning the first principles. Galen is thinking primarily of the first principles

 important for the doctor, so this special discipline must be not dialectic in general, but the

 branch of it that has to do with natural philosophy. This discipline is distinct from medicine,

 but medicine needs it in order to be on the right track, conceptually.86

 It is from this more general dialectical point of view that Galen criticizes the
 Pneumatist concept of evidence, pointing out that although the qualities themselves are

 84 Hipp.Elem. 1.450.9-13 K = 94.14-17 De Lacy.

 85 (T20) (1) toîç yàp avaipouai xà èvapyéoç cpaivófisva iļ Koivfļ rcáviaç áv0pcÓ7tODç 1ié|mpeG0ai
 TcpoafjKsv, cbç dvaip87iODGi xòv píov, (2) fļ uva T6XVT1V irnèp tcûv àpxcov àycoviÇo(iévT1v
 7tpoaxf|aaa0ai rcapà xàç Kaxà jnépoç anácaq, (3) at>xiļv 8' 8Káaxr|v icòv Kaxà jiépoç is^vcov 87ii xaíç
 àpxaíç cruyxcopT108Íaaiç oifrco rcpoïévai.

 86 My translation of (T20.3) avrr'v 8' ¿KaoTTļv tcûv Kaxà |iépoç xs^vcov ercì xaîç àpxaîç
 <TuyXû)pT10£Îaaiç oikco rcpoìévai, on which my interpretation depends, differs from that of De Lacy.

 De Lacy apparently takes 7rpoïévai to be the infinitive of rcpoeijxi, and he understands aúxf|v 8'
 8KdaxTļv xcov Kaxà jiepoç xe^vcov as an appositive construction referring to each of the several other
 arts, but I think it is much more natural to take avrr'v as the subject of the construction acc. cum
 infinitivo with rcpoīevai (aikiļv referring back to the separate art mentioned in (T20.2)) and ¿Kdaxiļv
 as the direct object of rcpoïévai, the latter understood as the infinitive of the transitive verb 7cpoirļ|Lii.
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 clearly perceptible, the same cannot be claimed with respect to their elemental status. The

 concept of 'element', the grounding principle of a doctor's activity, cannot be discovered
 by mere empirical means, but is inevitably theoretically laden.87 As such, it has to be
 established by an appropriate dialectical discipline. Elaborating on this methodological
 point, Galen develops his logical objection to Pneumatists, which amounts to the criticism
 of their ontology, adopted from the Stoics.

 3.3 . Logical argument and the ontology of qualities and bodies

 Logical objection is first presented in a vivid memoir of a debate Galen, as a student, had
 with one of his teachers, a Pneumatist and follower of Athenaeus. Galen asked about the

 ontological status of Pneumatist proximate elements: are they pure qualities or qualities of
 bodies and if bodies, composite or simple ones?

 (T21) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.461.4-462.14 K = 106.3-108.1 De Lacy
 (1) 'Just as we say "white"', I said, 'of the colour itself - for we say of colours
 that one is white, another is black, another red, another golden yellow, another
 pale yellow - and in addition [we predicate terms of] the bodies that have taken
 on the colours - for we call the swan and the milk white, but the raven and the

 Ethiopian black - in the same way,' I said, (2) 'I hear people at one time
 predicating "hot" of the body itself, as they might say that fire is hot, but at
 another time only of the quality in the body. (3) Therefore,' I said, 'when you say
 "hot" I don't know what you wish to signify, whether it is the quality alone or the

 body that has received it.' (4) He had a ready answer to this; he agreed that by hot
 he did not mean the quality alone but also the whole body. (5) When I then asked,

 'Then are you telling me that the body that is hot to the extreme degree is an
 element? Or even if [a body] is moderately hot, will that [body] also be an
 element?', and when I asked the same question about cold and dry and wet, (6) he
 said, 'Why is this important to you?', by now he was upset and he did not answer

 readily as he did before. (7) 'Because', I said, 'it differs a great deal whether one
 posits some unlimited number of elements or a limited number. It will be
 unlimited for the person who makes the moderately cold or hot or dry or wet an
 element, but not unlimited for the one who makes the extreme the element. For

 there will be one [extreme] for each kind, so that the total number of elements will

 be limited to four'.88 Trans. De Lacy

 87 Cf. Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.458.4-9 K = 102.14-18 De Lacy: rcóxepov yap rļ oxoixeîa, xauxfl tt|v
 évápysiav aúxoíç (xaprupeî iļ Kata xàç oúoíaç, aîç oD|ißeßr|Kev aòxoíç eivai axoi/eíoiç; ei jaèv yàp
 Kaxà xàç oúaíaç, xi o')ji Kaì xà uy leiva Kai xà voaepà rcâaiv àv0pcû7ioiç (paíveaGaí cpiļai Kai |if|X£
 ôiôaoKaXíaç xivòç |if|x' a7to8eíÇe(Dç 7ipoaôeía0ai 8ià xf|v èvápyeiav; ('Does he testify that they have
 this clarity qua elements, or is it the clarity of the substances whose elements they happen to be? If
 it is the substances, why doesn't he say that things beneficial and injurious to health are evident to
 all men and require neither instruction nor proof because of their clarity?' (Trans. De Lacy)).

 88 (T21) (1) obç yàp tavKÒv, ecprjv, aúxó xe xò /peonia Aiysxar cpajièv yàp xéov xpco|xáxcov xò ļiev
 tavKÒv eivai, xò 8è |xéA,av, xò ô' épvGpóv, xò 8è Çav0óv, xò 8' àxpóv* sii xe rcpòç xoúxoiç xà
 ôsôeyjiéva xàç xpóaç acbjxaxa* XeuKÒv yàp xòv kúkvov Kai xò yàka, |xéA,ava 8è xòv KÓpaKa Kai xòv
 Ai0ío7ia Kákov^izv' (2) oi)xa)ç, 8cpr|v, aKOÚCD Kai 0epjiòv tayóvxcov évíoxe |ièv amò xò GĆojia,
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 1 82 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 In (T21.1), Galen draws a distinction between two kinds of predication of a colour term. In

 the first case, the term, e.g. 'white', 'black', 'red', etc., is predicated of the colour itself. In
 the second case, the term is predicated of a body which has that colour, e.g. 'white' of a
 white swan, 'black' of a black raven, etc.

 In (T21.2), Galen generalizes the distinction: the term 'hot' can be predicated either of a

 quality ('heat') or a body that has the quality. We can see that this is a somewhat different
 version of the same distinction. In the case of colour, the concrete colour term ('white', red',

 etc.) was predicated of its proper genus ('colour'). Here, Galen offers only a broad generic
 description of the subject of essential predication of the term 'hot', as the quality of 'heat'. In

 (T21.2), Galen, differently from (T21.1), does not list any other predicates that could be
 applied to quality except 'the hot'. If we were to take the description of the subject term as

 'quality' at face value, such a list could include all possible qualities. But Galen's aim now
 is to distinguish the elemental heat from the adventitious, so the fact that he started with the

 example of 'colour' as a proper genus in (T21.1) should be taken as an attempt to illustrate
 the nature of the distinction between the two ways of using the predicate 'hot'. The fact that

 it is not easy to find a proper genus for this predicate, analogous to the genus 'colour' for
 'white', makes his task difficult. Following this logic of generalization, Galen, in (T21.3),
 describes the distinction between the two kinds of predication as that between predicating a

 quality term ('hot') of the quality (the quality 'hot') or of the body that has that quality.

 When in (T21.4) Galen's Pneumatist teacher 'readily' admits using the term 'hot' as
 referring to both the quality and the body, we cannot be sure whether this is an admission

 of uncertainty made in response to Galen's clever dialectical set-up or whether it comes
 naturally as a considered view based on the Stoic thesis according to which all qualities
 are corporeal. Galen is happy with this reply by the Pneumatist, as it permits him to
 launch his own disambiguation strategy, which involves describing the elemental heat as
 the extreme degree of ordinary (adventitious) heat. In order to proceed with this argument,

 it is important for him to secure the assumption that heat is predicated in some, as yet
 unspecified way, of both the quality and the body.

 In (T21.5), Galen asks his teacher whether what he calls the 'element' has the
 extreme or moderate degree of heat, and then raises the same question about the three
 other elemental predicates - cold, dry, and moist. In (T21.6), the Pneumatist is no longer
 forthcoming with a ready reply, presumably, because according to his theory, the elements

 are not described simply as extremes of the corresponding qualities: as we saw above,
 they are animate qualities, discovered by medical experience. Galen presents this as an

 Kaôárcep si túxoi xò 7rôp, évíoxe ôè ttjv év aux© 7ioióxr|xa ļiovrļv. (3) ou xoívuv, ecprjv, yiyvcóoKG),

 £7CEiôàv eurrjç Gep^ióv, o xi noze ôt|>,o')v èGétaiç, eïxe xrjv 7ioióxr|xa ļioviļv eïxe xò ôeôey^iévov avvrļv

 GGūļua. (4) ó ôè 7tpòç jièv xoûxo Kai fiáX' èxoijKOç àrceKpívaxo 'ir ' xf|v 7ioióxr|xa ļiovrļv, àXkà Kal
 crú|i7Eav xò acoļia ôspjiòv òvo^iáÇeiv ó|aoXoycòv. (5) é(peÇfjç Sé |iou rcáXiv épo^évoir rcóxepov oív
 6K8ÎVO xò acoļia Xéyeiç |ioi axoixeíov, ö xi 7isp av aKpcoç f| Oep^ióv, r' Kav jiexpícoç r' xoioûxov, saxai

 Kal xoíko Gxoixeíov; œaaijxcûç ôè Kai rcepl 'ļA)%poi) Kal Çr|poí) Kal ůypoí) xf|v aì>xf|v épcòxr|aiv
 7EOiT| g ajxévoD ļiou (6) «xi ôè xoöxo, ecpīļ, goI ôiacpépei;» xapaxxó|ievoç fļ0Tļ Kal ļirļ Kaôàç 7tpÓG0ev
 éxoífxcoç à7iOKpivó(xevoç. (7) oxi 7tofà> ôiaMáxxei, ecpr|v, iļ a7ceipóv xi 7r^f10oç v7io06G0ai Gxoi/eicov iļ

 7CE7cspaG1Liévov. ciTCEipov fxèv yàp 8Gxai xò ixexpícôç 0ep|iòv iļ ijn)xpòv iļ Çr|pòv iļ ijypòv U7to08fiévoi<;

 Gxoixeíov, oi)K aTieipov ôè xò aKpcoç. ev yàp Ka0' eKaGxov 8Gxai yévoç, oSgx' eivai xà Ttávxa Gxoixsía
 xéxxapa 7C87iepaG|iéva.
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 1 83

 ultimate perplexity of his opponent and offers to clarify the problem. The clarification in

 (T21.7) appeals to the necessity of avoiding the implausible consequence of allowing an
 indefinite number of elements. Such a consequence will result should one agree with the
 Pneumatists that the elements, i.e. the Pneumatist elemental qualities, do not need to be
 established in a theoretically precise way and are discovered by perceptual experience in
 an indefinite range of different cases.89 At this point the interlocutor grants Galen the
 required definition of the element as having the extreme degree of the elemental quality.

 This argument gives us a good idea of the kind of logical analysis Galen applies in his

 theory of elements. His distinction between the two kinds of predication bears some
 resemblance to Aristotle's distinction between 'being said of a subject' and 'being in a
 subject' in Categories II. Aristotle gives no formal definition of being said of a subject,
 and explains that by 'being in a subject' he means 'that which, belonging to something not

 as a part, is incapable of existing separately from the thing it is in'.90 He clarifies his
 distinction with a set of examples, which can be summarized in the following table:

 Said of a subject Being in a subject
 + + Knowledge is in the soul as in a subject and is said

 of the knowledge of grammar as of a subject

 + - 'Man' is said of a particular man as of a subject, but

 + the particular (e.g. my) knowledge of grammar is in
 the soul as in a subject, but is not said of any subject
 This man Socrates', 'this horse' are neither said of
 any subject nor in any subject. These are primary

 In the scholarly literature Aristotle's distinction is sometimes too soon described as that
 between essential and accidental predication.91 But the distinction is meant to be
 methodologically prior to the introduction of the concept of substance or essence, which is

 in fact properly derived precisely by applying this distinction. It would be better to speak
 of a distinction between synonymous predication and inherence.92

 89 Galen seems to be using Plato's distinction between the unlimited and the limit as drawn in the
 Philebus 24b3-e2. Whereas Plato leaves the possibility of more than one kind of limit, Galen seems
 to be presupposing that there is only one way to impose a limit on an elemental quality, namely, to
 take it at its extreme.

 90 Cat. 2, lb24-25: sv imoKsiļievco 8è Xéyco o ev xivi 'ir' cbç jiépoç imápxov àôúvaxov xœpiç eivai xou
 èv co eaxív.

 91 See e.g. P. Studtmann, 'Aristotle's Categories' , in Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy ,
 ed. E. Zalta (2007), http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-categories: 'By focusing on Aristotle's
 illustrations, most scholars conclude that beings that are said-of others are universais, while those
 that are not said-of others are particulars. Beings that are present-in others are accidental, while
 those that are not present-in others are non-accidental. Now, non-accidental beings that are
 universais are most naturally described as essential, while non-accidental beings that are particulars

 are best described simply as non-accidental'.

 92 The latter term in fact has become customary since G. E. L. Owen, 'Inherence', Phronesis 10
 (1965), 97-105. 'Synonymous predication' is the expression developed on the basis of Aristotle,
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 1 84 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 Aristotle's synonymous predication ('being said of a subject') has a parallel in
 Galen's predication of a quality term of a quality, while Aristotle's inherence ('being in a
 subject') provides a semantic basis for Galen's predication of a quality term of a body that

 has quality. The parallel between Galen and Aristotle is not complete: Aristotle
 distinguishes between the features that characterize beings, xa ovia, whereas Galen speaks
 about the difference between two kinds of predication. But this latter difference is based

 on the ontological difference, and it is highly likely that Galen's distinction is informed by

 his reading of the Categories , a treatise he knew very well.93

 We may notice that describing the two kinds of predication, Galen does not use the
 terms 'subject' (wcoKsijievov) or 'substance' (ovaia), which would be closer to Aristotle's
 wording in the Categories , but speaks of quality (7uoiótí]ç) and body (ocojia). This usage
 may be due to the fact that Galen is arguing against the Pneumatists who seem to follow

 the Stoic view that qualities are corporeal.94 It may also be based on a certain
 interpretation of Aristotle, as we shall see shortly.

 In the argument following upon this autobiographical sketch, Galen again presses his

 Pneumatist opponents for a clear definition of the ontological status of the elements, this

 time aiming to derive an ad hominem refutation of their position, which reduces the search

 for elements to the level of proximate elements. Galen cites Athenaeus' definition of the
 proximate elements:

 (T22) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.465 K = 1 10.13-15 De Lacy
 <Athenaeus speaks>: 'I am taking the proximate elements of animals, not the
 elements common to all bodies'; and by proximate they mean 'peculiar to' and 'of
 nothing else at all'.95 Trans. De Lacy

 These are the elements that are evident and do not require demonstration. Galen points out
 that the elements that are apparent (xà cpaivoļisva axoi%eîa) are not the same as the true
 elements (xà ovxcoç oxoi^eía), and accuses Athenaeus of confusion in this regard.96 Galen

 Categories 5, 3a33, where Aristotle uses it to describe the type of predication characterizing that of
 substance and differentia (see F.A. Lewis, Substance and predication in Aristotle , Cambridge, 1991,
 22). It is to be preferred to 'essential' predication because of its broader scope which makes it
 applicable to categories other than substance and at the level of genera, which is broader than that of
 essence.

 93 Galen tells us that he wrote a commentary in four books (Lib.Prop. 17.1, XIX.47.5-6 K = 171.12
 Boudon-Millot), and indicates that his was a commentary of advanced level, suitable for those
 students who have already familiarized themselves with the more basic commentaries, for instance,
 by Adrastus and Aspasius {Lib.Prop. 14.15, XIX 42.12-43.1 K = 166.22-167.6 Boudon-Millot).

 94 The distinction between bodies and qualities is much discussed in connection with the Stoic
 thesis, according to which qualities are bodies. Those who argue for the incorporeality of qualities,
 from different perspectives, include Platonists (see Alcinous, Didasc. 11, 166.15-38 Hermann-
 Whittaker), Aristotelians (see Alexander of Aphrodisias, Mant. 3 and 6), and Epicureans (see
 Epicurus, Letter to Herodotus , D.L. 10.68-71). The Galenic corpus contains the treatise of uncertain
 authorship 'Qualities are incorporeal' on ai 7toióxr|xeç àocó^aioi ( Qual.Incorp . XIX 463-484 K).

 95 (T22) xà yàp 7rpoaexTļ tax|iß<xva) tcdv Çcocov, ovjì xà Koivà 7iávxa)v Gcojaaicov oxoi^eía. Ka^oûai ôè
 rcpoaexfj xà otov i5ia Kai jir|Ô8vòç àXÀou xcòv à7iávxa>v.

 96 Hipp.Elem. 6.28, 1.465.10-13 K = 1 10.15-17 De Lacy.
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 grants that there are proximate and evident elements (using 'evident' and 'apparent'
 interchangeably) as an assumption he himself is prepared to share. Moreover, he tells us
 that Athenaeus will not disagree with him in defining as proximate elements the
 homoeomerous (uniform) parts of the animal body, i.e. such parts as bone, flesh, etc.97
 Disagreement will instead arise when Galen claims that it is only these homoeomerous
 parts that can qualify as the elements in line with Athenaeus 's epistemological
 requirement, because they are the only type of structure that is 'evident' or 'apparent',
 discoverable by sense perception. Galen argues that this is all the Pneumatists are entitled
 to call the 'apparent' or 'evident' elements and reports that in fact it is not these structures
 that Athenaeus considers to be elements. Instead, for Pneumatists, it must be the four

 elemental qualities that are 'proximate', i.e. distinct from cosmic elements.

 (T23) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.466.4-467.1 K = 1 10.21-1 12.2 De Lacy
 (1) But did Athenaeus make these [homoeomerous bodies] the elements? (2) He is
 the very one who writes that each of the homoeomerous parts has come to be from

 the first elements, and that the other parts of the animal are then formed from the

 homoeomerous parts. (3) Therefore when he is asked what are the elements of
 flesh, for example, or fat, obviously his answer will be the hot and the cold and
 the dry and the wet. (4) And similarly, of course, he says that wet and dry and
 cold and hot are the elements of bone and cartilage and hair. (5) It is now time for
 you to ask what sort of wet and dry and cold and hot he meant. For it is by
 dominance that flesh is wet, cartilage <is dry, and flesh is hot, cartilage> cold; and
 in the same way bone is dry and cold, fat is cold and wet, and each of the other
 homoeomerous parts is of this or that description by prevalence of the simple
 [qualities].98 Trans. De Lacy, lightly modified

 The elemental status of the four qualities seems to be derived by Galen from the claim he
 finds in Athenaeus 's writing, to the effect that homoeomerous, i.e. uniform, parts of a
 living body come to be from them (T23.2-4). Galen next asks whether Athenaeus is
 referring to the 'hot, cold, wet, and dry' insofar as they are called so 'by prevalence' (kcxx'

 87UKp<XT11Glv). (T23.5).

 97 For the place of uniform parts in Aristotle's hierarchy of organic structures, see (T5.2). Galen
 wrote a treatise Distinctions between uniform parts (Fî ikhtilâf al- 'adâ ' al-mutashâbiha al-ajzâ 'i),
 extant only in Arabie, in which he counts about forty-five different kinds of uniform parts in a living

 body. See Gotthard Strohmaier's overview of Galen's doctrine of homoeomers in Part. Horn. Diff.
 87-94 Strohmaier.

 98 (T23) (1) ap'ouv ó 'A0i1vaioç e'0exó rcou xaûxa axoixeîa; (2) Kai ļifļv aúxóç éaxiv ó ypácpcov
 EKaaxov ļiev xcov oļioiojiepāv ek tcdv rcpcoxcov yeyovévai axoixeícov, 8k ôè xéov oļioioļiepcov TļSiļ
 ToXka cruyK8ÎG0ai xoû Çcoov ļiopia. (3) xfjç yoûv oapKÒç ei ouxcoç ëxuxev iļ xfjç 7U|iekÍ1ç epcoxr|0elç xà

 oxoixeîa, ôfj^ov, oxi xò Gspjiòv Kai xò vj/D^pòv Kai xò Çt|pòv Kal xò uypòv a7ioKpi0f|oexai. (4) Kal jièv
 8f| Kal ògxoÍ) Kal xóvôpov Kal xpixòç cboaúxcoç vypòv Kal ^rjpòv Kal ij/uxpòv Kal 0ep(iòv eivai cpiļoei
 xà axoixeía. (5) Kaipòç ovv r'òr' 7ruv0áveo0aí oe, ómnov uypòv iļ Çr|pòv iļ 'ļ/DXpov iļ 0ep|iòv
 d7iecpiļvaxo. Kaxà |ièv yàp xrļv 87EiKpáxr|oiv uypòv jièv r| oápÇ, ó xóvôpoç ôè . . . Ij/Dxpóv. cbaaóxcúç 5è

 xò |xèv òaxow ^rjpòv Kal yuxpóv, r| 7U|xeXr| ô' uypòv Kal 0ep|iòv eKaaxóv xe xcòv aXkc ov oļioiojiepcov

 iļ xoîov iļ xoíóv éaxiv ¿7tiKpaxeią xcòv ànkcòv. I supplement the text in translation following De Lacy.
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 Galen is here introducing another distinction between the two types of predication:
 the predication 'by prevalence' is contrasted with unqualified or simple predication. In the
 case of composite bodies constituted by a mixture of four elemental qualities, any one of
 these qualities, for instance, 'hot', is predicated of a composite body, when the hot prevails
 in this bodily mixture, sufficiently to make an appearance as a sensible quality. The thing in

 which the hot or the cold prevails contains both qualities, and thus cannot itself be one of the

 elemental qualities. 'Simple' predication corresponds to the case where the quality in
 question is not mixed with any other quality: this is the case of the cosmic elements, such as

 fire. Fire is hot not by prevalence, but in an unqualified way. The main reason why Galen

 introduces this distinction is that when he distinguished synonymous from non-synonymous

 predication in order to separate bodies from qualities, the simple and composite bodies
 turned out to be in the same class with respect to the predication of elemental qualities. This

 would be an undesirable result for him, since he needs to define the elements as simple
 bodies. Thus he makes a new distinction, which sets apart the two different kinds of non-

 synonymous predication for elemental qualities, distinguishing simple non-synonymous
 predication (which corresponds to the elements) from non-synonymous predication by
 prevalence (which corresponds to composites, i.e. the elemental mixtures).

 Galen argues that predication 'by prevalence' has as its subject the homoeomerous
 substances within a living body, since they may be called hot or cold or dry or wet because a

 particular pair of qualities prevails in them. But, he tells us, this is not what Athenaeus
 means. Athenaeus says, apparently, that it is the elemental constituents of homoeomerous
 bodies, rather than the homoeomers themselves, that are the true elements." Galen's verdict

 is that in making this claim and appealing to the 'true elements' Athenaeus is going beyond

 the level of the perceptible and commits himself, malgré lui , to non-evident elements. The

 Pneumatist methodological principle which led them to postulate the proximate elements as

 true elements cannot be sustained, because it results in a conclusion which they themselves

 are not prepared to endorse. Galen's recommendation is that they should drop the condition

 of perceptual evidence. He has already criticized this condition on general methodological
 grounds, and now argues that the analysis of the structure of predication also shows that his

 opponents must revise their position and turn to the elements in a proper theoretical sense,

 i.e. to the elements, of which the elemental qualities are predicated without qualification, and

 not by prevalence. Such are the cosmic elements.

 (T24) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 6.34-35, 1.468.5-469.1 K = 1 12.21-1 14.4 De Lacy
 (1) If you name what is by prevalence wet and dry and hot and cold, then clearly at

 that stage you have the perceived elements, nerve, membrane, cartilage, ligament,
 flesh, and each of the others that we mentioned. (2) But if you are looking for an
 element that is simple in nature, it must be unmixed, unblended, and at the extreme

 in quality. (3) Therefore you have come again to fire and air and water and earth; for

 only in these will you find the qualities unmixed and unblended, the extreme of heat

 and dryness in fire, of cold and dryness in earth, and in each of the rest in
 accordance with their proper natures. 100 Trans. De Lacy

 99 Hipp.Elem. 6.32, 1.467.4-6 K = 112.8-10 De Lacy: àXX* ov mmá tpiļaiv ó 'A0r|vaioç, àXkà xà
 toûtcûv oDvOsTiKtt ovicûç eîvai axoixeîa.

 100 (T24) (1) si [lèv yàp tò kqt' 67ciKpáxr|aiv vypòv Kai §r|pòv Kai '1A)%pòv Kal 0epfiòv òvojuáÇeiç,
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 1 87

 In (T24.1), Galen lists as examples of perceived elements bodily tissues, which belong to
 homoeomers on his classification. The claim in (T24.2) relies on the same argument as the
 one Galen used in his debate with the Pneumatist teacher: the real elements, as opposed to
 the perceptible ones, are unmixed, unblended, and contain the extreme of the elemental

 quality. But this time the argument can be used to indicate a special, logical status for the

 elements qua simple bodies, which Galen has just outlined through a sequence of two
 distinctions in the mode of predication. In (T24.3), Galen concludes that such are the four
 cosmic elements, earth, air, fire, and water.

 A philosophically trained Pneumatist might object here that Stoic qualities are bodies,

 and so already Galen's first distinction (between synonymous and non-synonymous
 predication of qualities) loses its force. We can speak of elements as being both bodies
 and qualities. As we have seen, Galen will not accept this suggestion. Moreover, the
 Pneumatists could object that apart from the two kinds of heat mentioned by Galen, the
 adventitious and the elemental, there is a more fundamental kind of heat, that of the divine

 pneuma , which is constitutive of both the elemental fire and other kinds of heat, but not

 identical with any of them. When this fundamental quality is present in the living body, it

 produces the proximate elements directly, without going through the stage of inanimate
 cosmic elements outside the body. Therefore, proximate elements are not reducible to the
 cosmic elements. It is a sign of this irreducibility that none of the cosmic elements are
 found in animal bodies in their pure form.

 Galen is probably aware of this objection. We could not expect him to present it as a
 coherent story, but he gives his replies to what can only be the parts of this story. In
 response to the suggestion that qualities themselves are elements, he points out that this
 view is even more abstract than the theory of cosmic elements rejected by Pneumatists on
 the grounds of being too remote from evidence. But his main criticism is that Pneumatists

 do not understand the difference between an element and a first principle. 101

 In his argument Galen does not address in any detail the generation of proximate
 elements in the Pneumatist version. Instead, he presents his own account, based on his
 analysis of the qualitative structure of the elements which elaborates on his analysis of the
 structure of predication. Galen introduces the concept of a first principle , which plays a

 key role in the generation of the element, but is itself distinct from the element.

 (T25) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 6.37-40, 1.469.12-471.1 K = 1 14.13-1 16.5 De Lacy
 (1) That extreme heat is simpler than fire and that fire is produced when this heat

 has entered matter, this has been agreed by all philosophers whom Athenaeus is
 eager to follow. (2) And indeed that the first principles of the coming to be of fire
 are the matter which underlies all the elements and is without qualities, and the
 extreme heat enters into it, this too has been similarly agreed to, and also (3) that the

 exeiç évapyœç fļSrļ xà axoixeîa yiyvcoaKÓ|ieva veûpov Kai v'iéva Kai xóvôpov Kai auvSeoļiov Kai
 oápKa Kai xéòv aAAcov SKaoxov a>v suroļiev. (2) si ôè xò rcpòç xrjv cpúaiv àríkovv Çt1X8îç, ajiiKxóv xe

 Kai cncpaxov sīvai xpî| xoûxo Kai mcpov xfj 7toióxr|xi. nakiv ovv T1Keiç erci 7rup Kai aspa Kai uôcop Kai

 yfjv (3) ¿v xoúxoiç yàp |ióvoiç eupf|oeiç ol|iîkxodç xe Kai aKpáxovç xàç 7iotóxr|xaç, aKpav (lèv sv Trupi
 0ep1ióxr|xá xe Kai £npóxr|xa, aKpav ô' év itôaxi vjn)xpóxr|xa Kai úypóxrixa Kai xéòv aXkcùv êv EKaxépco

 Kaxà xf|v okeíav cpúoiv.

 101 Hipp.Elem. 1.469.8-12 K = 1 14.10-13 De Lacy.
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 1 88 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 matter exists through all eternity, being ungenerated and undestroyed, and (4) that

 what comes and goes in it is the quality, and (5) that the element must be of the
 same genus102 with that of which it is an element. (6) For element differs from first

 principle in this, that first principles are not necessarily of the same genus with the

 things whose first principles they are, but elements are always of the same genus.
 (7) A simple quality is an element of a composite quality, and a simple body of a
 body that is not simple. (8) And if we spoke of hot, cold, dry, and wet in three
 ways, as quality or as unmixed body or as mixed body, and if it is evident that
 neither the quality nor the mixed and blended body is an element, then what is left

 is that the body that is unblended and unmixed and simple in its qualities is the
 element. (9) So you have again come to fire and air and water and earth, which as

 primary bodies possess extreme heat, cold, dryness, and wetness.103
 Trans. De Lacy, lightly modified

 Galen argues here, against the Pneumatists, that the elements are bodies and not just
 qualities. He carefully words his claim in (T25.1) that 'all philosophers' followed by the
 Pneumatists agree that 'extreme heat' produces fire when it enters matter, so as not to
 include any further ontological qualifications of the 'extreme heat' that might be added by
 all the different philosophical schools Galen has in mind. These schools are Platonic,
 Peripatetic, and Stoic: Galen believes they broadly agree on all the main issues in natural
 philosophy, and often neglects the differences. In this case, an important difference for the

 Stoic school would be the corporeality of the 'extreme heat', whether it is taken as
 corresponding to the designing fire or any other kind.104 Galen avoids any direct claim of

 incorporeality of the extreme heat, but it is to be understood because his argument in this

 passage is designed to prevent any confusion between the categories of body and
 quality. 105

 102 Hipp.Elem. 1.470.4 K = 1 14.20 De Lacy: 'of the same genus' translates ójioyevéç rendered by De
 Lacy in all three occurrences (here and at 1.470.7 = 1 14.22 De Lacy and 1.470.8 = 1 14.23 De Lacy)
 as 'homogeneous'. The meaning of the term here should clearly be logical.

 103 (T25) (1) on is yàp árctaníaxepóv éaxi îrupôç r| aicpa 0ep1ióxr|ç öxi is iai3xr|ç éyyevo|xévr|ç rfj vXt]

 7TUp àrcoxe^eîxai, xoîç cpiÀoaócpoiç cb^o^oyriiai rcäaiv, oîç ó 'A0f|vaioç erceoOai arcovôáÇei. (2) Kai ļiev

 5r| Kal cbç àpxf| xrjç xoû Trupòç yevéaecoç v'r' x' éaxiv r| anaaiv t>7toßeßX,r|1ievr| xoîç axoixeíoiç r|
 àrcoioç Tļ T'éyyiyvo|iévT1 xaúxr) 0ep[xóxr1ç r| cÍKpa, (3) Kai xov0' ójioícoç co1io^óyr|xai Kai cbç rļ jièv vXr'

 8ià Ttaviòç COTI xoi) aícovoç àyéwrixóç xe Kai àcpOapxoç ouaa, (4) xò ôè yiyvójievóv ie Kai
 a7toyiyvó^i£vov avxfjç r| 7ioióxt|ç éaxi (5) Kai cbç ójioyevèç eivai xpf| to oioixeíov, ourcep av rj
 axoixeíov. (6) év xoúico yàp 5r| Kai 5if|veyK£ aioi^eīov àpxfjç, êv xcò xàç jièv apxàç oijk éÇ aváyicriç
 eivai xoîç 7tpáy|xaaiv ófioyeveíç, cov i)7tápxoDaiv àpxaí, xà ôè aioixeía ítavicoç ójioyevfj. (7) 7toiótt1ç
 (ièv yàp á7rA,fj 7r0iÓTT1i0(; auvOéioi) axoixeíov, aTc^oíjv 5è GCOļia ocòjiaioç oi>x á7i^oí). (8) Kai 'ir'v eí xò

 Gepjiòv Kai xò vj/uxpòv Kai xò ^rjpòv Kai xò úypòv éXeyexo xpix©ç iļ cbç tcoióxtiç iļ cbç âfiucxov r' cbç

 [ieniy(iévov Gcò|ia, cpaívexai ô' oi)0' r| 7ioióxr|ç axoixeíov oi)xe xò KeKpajuévov ać5|ia Kai ^ie|xiy|iévov,
 í)7uoA,eÍ7iexai xò aKpaxóv xe Kai àjxucxov aéòjia Kai ànkovv xaíç 7coióxr|ai axoixeíov eivai. (9) 7tá^iv
 ovv fiKeiç em 7TÖp Kai àépa Kai i)5cop Kai yfjv, ev oïç 7ipóxoiç aKpa 0ep|ióxí1ç Kai v(n)xpóxi1ç Kai
 Çr|póxT)ç Kai vypóxriç éaxí.

 104 On the kinds of fire in Chrysippus, see SVF 2.413 (136.26-137.6), cf. the discussion in Cooper,
 'Chrysippus' (n.75, above).

 105 See n.95 above.
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 1 89

 Galen describes the qualityless matter which underlies all elements, and the extreme

 heat which enters it, as the first principles (T25.2). It is important for him to draw a
 distinction between the first principle and the element. The main thesis on which the

 distinction rests is that the element must be of the same genus as that thing of which it is

 the element: ó|ioyevsę eivai xpr] to gtoi^sīov, oxmsp av f| gtoi%sîov (T25.5). This thesis
 does need some deciphering, because it introduces a so far unfamiliar notion of genus and

 makes use of a different sense of 'element'. Both these novel steps once again take the
 reader beyond the more familiar physical theory of elements to the realm of logical
 analysis. The different meaning of 'element' becomes clear from Galen's illustration of
 the thesis in (T25.7). When he says that a composite quality has a simple quality as its
 element and a composite body a simple body, it is clear that he means the element as a
 unit of analysis in a broad sense and not just one of the four elements.106 But his goal
 ultimately is to provide a theoretical justification for the concept of element which is used
 in the study of nature and in medical theory.

 The same text, (T25.7), can give us an idea of what Galen means by his thesis that the

 element must be of the same genus with that of which it is the element. The Aristotelian

 parallel for this thesis is found in Metaph. XII. 4, where Aristotle argues against the view
 that the principles of all things are the same. Aristotle builds on the semantic pluralism of
 his Categories and maintains that the categories cannot be the elements of each other, and

 any element they might have in common would have to belong to one of the categories.107
 Now, this can be taken to imply that the elements of substances are substances, the
 elements of relatives, relatives, and so on in each category.108 But Aristotle does not
 actually claim this.109 It is not his goal in this argument to establish any positive thesis of
 this kind. He is arguing, most likely, against the Platonists, who could be portrayed as
 treating the things described as tina as the elements of those described as ta pros ti.uo The

 theory of elements he develops outside this polemic takes form, privation, and matter to
 be the same elements by analogy,111 and he points out that there is a special, stronger
 sense of analogical sameness for the elements of the things that belong to the same genus

 (e.g. colour, sound, etc.). The examples he gives are those of concrete form, privation and
 matter that constitute the corresponding genera. 1 12

 It seems to be this latter meaning of genus invoked by Aristotle that is closest to the

 'genus' referred to by Galen when he speaks of being of the same genus (óiioysvèç) in
 (T25.5). Galen does indeed speak in (T25.7) of quality being the element of quality, which

 106 In PHP 8.2.1-2, V.661.7-14 K, Galen explains the general meaning of axoixsîov and how it is
 applied to the four simple bodies.

 107 Aristotle, Metaph. XII.4, 1070a33-1070b4.

 108 Aristotle, Metaph. XII.4, 1070b4-l 1.

 109 In fact, he points out, as part of his argument, that the element of a being has to be different from

 that being, in the way in which B is different from BA (1070b5-8).

 110 This is a development of the analysis of the passage in M. Crubellier, 'Metaphysics L 4', in
 Aristotle's Metaphysics Lambda , ed. D. Charles and M. Frede (Oxford 2000) 137-60 (143).

 111 Aristotle, Metaph. XII.4, 1070b 16- 19.

 112 Aristotle, Metaph. XII.4, 1070b 19-21.
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 1 90 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 might suggest that he is thinking of Aristotle's categories, although categories as such are
 never mentioned in this treatise. Galen's main goal is to prove that the elements of bodies

 are bodies and not qualities. In the latter case, his attention is drawn not so much to the
 category of substance as to just one especially important Kaxr|yopoú|ievov of substance,
 namely body.113 It is this generic Kaxr|yopoi)|i£vov, a kind subsumed under the category,
 but not identical with the category under which it is subsumed, that is used by Galen to
 establish the relation of 'being of the same genus' in (T25.5). The first principle differs
 from the element in being free from this constraint of belonging to the same generic
 katêgoroumenon as the genus under investigation. The first principles of the body, in our
 case, the prime matter and the principle of heat, do not have to be bodies.

 In the commentary Galen gives a more detailed explanation of the difference between

 element and principle.

 (T26) Galen, HNH 1, XV.30.4-31.4 K = 17.28-18.15 Mewaldt
 (1) But in addition to it [to the principle of matter, underlying the four elements,

 quality less, ungenerated, and imperishable] there are four qualities: the extreme
 cold, dryness, heat, and moisture. (2) And this was still commingled by the
 ancients, who have not yet arrived at the concept of difference between the
 principle and the element, because the word 'element' can be used also about the
 principles. (3) But these are clearly two things different from one another: (a) one

 is the minimal part of the whole, and (b) the other is that in respect of which this

 very minimal part is conceptually differentiated. (4) For fire itself cannot be
 divided into two bodies and proven to be their blending, just as earth, or water, or

 air cannot [be so divided]. (5) However it is possible to conceive of (a) the
 substance of a changing thing as being one thing, and (b) the change it undergoes

 as another. (6) For the body that is changing is not the same as the change itself.

 (7) For that which changes is the subject, and its change comes about in the
 exchange of qualities: when the extreme heat enters it, fire is formed, just as air is

 formed when the subject receives the extreme moisture, and in the same way earth

 comes to be when that subject, which belongs to all things, being by its own
 nature without qualities, receives into itself dryness without heat, and water comes

 to be when [it receives in this way] coldness.114

 113 For both body and the element (air) used as examples of substance in the context of illustrating
 various types of premisses which involves a full list of Aristoteian Categories , see Inst.Log. 2.4.3-5
 Kalbfleisch: r' <7cepi xfjç ovoíaç, Ka0á7iep> ai xoiaíôe «ó àrjp a<S| xá éaxiv ó àf|p oôk êaxi accļia».

 1 14 (T26) (1) ... àXXà rcpòç avia) 7roióxi1xsç xéooapeç, vjA)Xpóir|ç ćncpa Kai Çr|póxT1ç Kai Gepfxórriç Kai

 i)ypÓTr|ç. (2) OÜV8K6XÜTO Ó' ext xoûxo rcapà toíç àpxaíoiç 01)8' elç ewoiav à(piy|iévoiç ifjç ôiacpopâç
 àpXTÍÇ Te Kai aioi^eíoi) ôià xò 5i3vao0ai xpfjaGai xrļ xoû oxoi/eíov 7ipocrr|yopía Karci icov ápxcov. (3)
 aXkcL ôè ôúo rcpáyiiaxá éaxi cpavspcoç àkXr'k(úv Ôiacpépovxa, (a) xò jièv sxepov èXá%iôTOV jiópiov xoû

 öXot), (b) xò ôè ëxepov eiç o ôiaAAáxxexai Kax'87iívoiav amò xo')xo xò êMxicruov. (4) auxò |ièv yàp xò
 7TÖp ox>% oióv xe 5i ekéw eiç 5i3o aco^iaxa Kai SeîÇai KEKpajiévov éÇ eksívcdv, ©arcep ovôè xf|v yfjv iļ xò

 tíôcop iļ xòv dépa. (5) vofjaai jiévxoi ôuvaxòv éxépav jièv eivai xoö iiexapáAAovxoç xf|v ovaíav,
 éxépav 5è xiļv |i£xaßoXr|v aijxoí). (6) oů yàp xaijxóv èaxi xò jiexapáX^ov acoļia xrj Kax' ai)xò
 liexaßoAij. (7) xò ļiev yàp jiexaßaÄAov éaxi xò t>7toK8Í(xevov, rj jiexaßo^r] ôè avxoí) Kaxà xf|v xéòv
 7COIOX11XCOV ajioißr|v yívexai, 08p(xóxr|xoç (xèv aKpaç âyyivojiévriç aijxco 7rupòç a7roxeXouļievo'),
 KaGájcsp yg Kai àépoç, öxav aKpav vypóxr|xa ÔéÇr|xai, Kaxà xaôxà ôè yrjç |ièv yivojiévriç, 87ieiôàv
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 191

 This passage makes it clear that both the primary quality and the qualityless substrate are

 considered by Galen as principles. The ancients are criticized for failing to see all the
 principles (this is the case of Melissus, who put his finger on the concept of matter but did

 not give due attention to the qualitative principles) or for confusing the concepts of
 principle and element (T26.1). The latter confusion is explained by developmental
 considerations: Galen says that the ancients have not yet arrived at the distinction, and
 common usage allows one to use both words interchangeably (T26.2). Galen does not tell
 us at which point exactly this distinction is made, and does not associate it explicitly with
 any particular doctrine.

 The distinction he draws is between the element as a 'minimal part of a body'
 (T26.3a) and the principle as the aspect of such a minimal part that accepts differentiation

 (T26.3b). Both definitions need a brief comment. Galen has explained in the first lines of
 Hipp.Elem. that in speaking of the element as the 'minimal part of a body', he does not
 mean minimal in size, or in any other way that could be related to sense perception. 115
 Rather, he means by this a minimal type of structure that satisfies certain conceptual
 requirements for being an element. From this discussion, it is clear that the structure must

 include a qualityless bodily substrate and an elemental ('minimal') qualitative
 characteristic. Neither the elemental characteristic, not the qualityless substrate can have a
 separate existence. They are substructural analytical units which 'form' the element not in

 the sense of being its actual building blocks, but in the sense of defining its properties and

 behaviour. This is Galen's explanation of the concept of 'principle'. I believe we should
 understand the phrase eíç o Sia^axxsxai Kax'emvoiav in (T26.3b) as referring to the
 different aspects of the element identifiable as such by conceptual analysis.116 This
 analysis is further supported in (T26.4) and (5). In (T26.5), a distinction is drawn between
 the substrate of change and change itself. Significantly, the substrate is called 'substance',

 ovaia in (T26.5b) and to wroicefyievov in (T26.7). This analysis does strongly resemble the

 8KEÎVO TO Ů710K8Í1I6V0V ältCLGl KOlTtt TT1V 8CIDTOÍ) (pÚGIV CUIOIOV t>7lápX0V EÍÇ EOUTC) 08^TļTdl ^IļpOTTļia

 Xcopiç 0ep|xÓTT1Toę, i)ôaToç ó' OTav '|A)XpÓTt|Ta.

 115 Hipp.Elem. 1.413 K = 56.3-7 De Lacy. We can compare with this the concept of minimal unit of
 division that is minimal not in magnitude, but in kind, introduced by Galen in PHP V.66 1.1 5-662.5
 K = 8.2.3.1-4.3 De Lacy: oSarcep ovv Tfjç (pcûvfjç iļļicov, r¡ xpa>1i£0a SiaXeyojievoi rcpòç àAXf|À,ovç,
 TETTapa Kai s'ikogí coti OTOixeîa, Korea tòv aÚTÒv ipórcov ánávTcov tgdv yEwr|TÓ)v Kai cp0apT©v
 GOļiaTCOV èXáxiom jxópia yfļ Kai àf|p écruiv uôcop te Kai 7rôp, sXaxíaioi) 8è >xyo|iévoi) toû [it|keti
 TOļirjv EyxcopoûvTOç. rļ jièv yàp KaTa tò |iéyE0oç TOļirļ toioûtov oúôèv éXáxioTOV ë%ei, ļiovrļ 5è r| KaT'

 EiSoç loTaTaí tcote Ka0á7rep S7ii Tfjç cpcovfjç.

 116 My interpretation differs from that in Hankinson, 'Philosophy of nature' (n.l, above) 214, who
 has the phrase as 'that into which this least is conceptually changeable'. On Hankinson's translation,
 Galen says that the elements are conceptually changeable into principles, which could be tolerable
 in a less technical context, but not in the one which is intended as drawing a distinction. Moreover,
 if we assume that Galen wants to say that the elements are changed 'into' the hot, cold, dry, and
 moist, taking these to be principles, it will still be difficult to see the role of substrate, which is also
 the principle, according to this very argument. The text at XV.30.8 K =18.4 Mewaldt is admittedly
 difficult, as witness the corrections and glosses in the manuscripts: in R, the second hand corrects
 ÒiákXáTTETai into SieXrj tiç, and in L there is a marginal variant or gloss: eíç ô ôieXt) tiç kot'
 E7cívoiav.
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 1 92 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 Aristotelian analysis of change in Physics 1.7-9, where the principles of change are subject

 ("U710K8Í ļisvov) , form, and privation. In our passage and in Galen's discussion in
 Hipp.Elem. we do not find similar references to form and privation, but this may be due to
 the fact that he only discusses one kind of change, namely alteration, where the 'form' in

 question has to be quality. Therefore the references to 'quality' should be understood as
 indirect references to the 'form' of Aristotle's general analysis. So, when Galen describes
 the extreme heat as the principle, he is referring to one of the principles of change, in
 accordance with Aristotle's theory, namely the principle of form which, in the particular

 class of changes called 'alterations', is represented by the category of quality.

 Taking stock of Galen's argument against the Pneumatists, we can see him taking
 three main steps to establish his position:

 (1) a distinction between synonymous and non-synonymous predication, which parallels
 Aristotle's semantic distinction between synonymous predication and inherence in the
 Categories (T21);
 (2) a further distinction between simple predication and predication 'by prevalence'
 (T23)-(T24);
 (3) a distinction between the first principle and the element (T25)-(T26).

 All these distinctions are needed in order to counter the Pneumatist reduction of bodily
 elements to corporeal qualities. On this analysis, the element of a body is a simple body,
 generated from the first principles, the quality or form of heat and the qualityless matter. The

 resulting element is a body, and its elemental quality is incorporeal. If Galen were to apply

 the Aristotelian categories in classifying the elements, he would treat them as substances.

 The interest of this Galenic argument for the history of the Peripatetic theory of
 physical substance goes beyond its polemical value in establishing the quasi-Aristotelian
 elemental system against the Pneumatist quasi-Stoic one. The most important illuminating

 factor lies in Galen's use of Aristotle's logic and metaphysics in order to build an
 ontological background for the theory of elements in accordance with this logic and
 metaphysics. We have seen that this is a very conscious move on his part, a part of his
 programme in medical philosophy as the servant of nature (3.2 above).

 There are two points in particular on which Galen's discussion sheds light as a source
 for Peripatetic thought of his age. The first has to do with the fact that he derives the four

 elements and establishes their status as bodies on the basis of the analysis of the structure of

 predication. In this respect, Galen's derivation differs considerably from both known
 derivations of the simple bodies found in the Aristotelian corpus, GC II. 1-4 and Cael. III-IV.

 In both these discussions, Aristotle uses physical or cosmological considerations, such as the

 qualitative constitution of perceptible bodies or natural motions and natural places within the

 cosmos. Nowhere in the extant corpus does Aristotle attempt to define the simple bodies,
 earth, air, fire, and water, in terms of more universal analytical units in his first philosophy

 or in biology. In fact, there are indications that he may have serious reservations against such

 attempts. Thus he concedes that the use of the word 'element' to describe such simple
 bodies is popular rather than philosophically precise, when he speaks, many times, indeed,
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 INNA KUPREEVA: GALEN'S THEORY OF ELEMENTS 193

 about the 'so-called elements'.117 He seems to be more prepared to speak of the elemental
 qualities (hot, cold, dry, and moist) as 'elements', stoikheia.m Aristotle is also reluctant to

 describe the elements as substances.119 For Galen, on the contrary, it is quite essential to

 show that elements are qualified bodies: not simply bodies, and not simply qualities, but
 the most basic qualified alterable bodily structures and as such also substances. He cannot
 afford vagueness in this respect, partly because he has to counter the atomist/corpuscularist

 and the Stoic/Pneumatist options, but partly, it seems, because this position is required by

 the scope and focus of his study of a living organism. The paradigm shift in the ancient life

 sciences, from being focussed on the study of functions across the species to a more detailed

 scrutiny of material structure and mechanisms of the processes within a living organism as a

 whole, has been brought to scholarly attention in connection with the work of Galen and

 Alexander of Aphrodisias. 120 In this new paradigm, the explanation of organic functions can

 have a stronger dependence on the understanding of the underlying elemental
 transformations and mixtures. Therefore the ontological status of the main constituents of

 such low-level processes is given more weight, as we can see from Galen's polemical
 account. Galen's new derivation of the Aristotelian elements, as qualified bodies and
 substances, using an Aristotelian study of predication, provides a novel and noteworthy
 example of interpreting Aristotelem ex Aristotele.

 The second point where Galen's theory of elements is of interest as a source for the
 study of the Aristotelian tradition has to do with the status of form in Aristotle's
 hylomorphic theory. Galen's approach to the analysis of the simple body seems close to
 the hylomorphic analysis. This also agrees well with his view of the ontological status of
 elements as bodies and substances. Alexander of Aphrodisias, Galen's younger
 contemporary, famously defended his own version of the hylomorphic theory of elements,

 according to which not just the elements themselves and their underlying substrate, but
 also the elemental qualities, were characterized as substances.121

 We have seen that in Galen's account, quality invariably plays the role of form as one

 of the two principles of change, the other one being matter. In this role quality is also
 contrasted with matter, whose representative is described as body and sometimes also
 called substance and subject. What Galen does not do in our text is call the simple quality

 117 Phys. 1.4, 187a26; 3.5, 204b33; Metaph. XI.10, 1066b36; GC II.l, 328b31; 329a26; Mete. 1.3,
 339b5; PA II.l, 646al3; GA II.3, 736b31.

 118 GC II.2, 329bl3; II.3, 330a30, cf. (T5.1) above.

 119 See Metaph. VII. 16, 1040b5-10.

 120 See P. L. Donini, 'L'anima e gli elementi nel De anima di Alessandro di Afrodisia' Atti dell'
 Accademia delle Scienze di Torino , 105 (1971) 61-107. On the 'disappearance' of Aristotelian
 model of biological inquiry in later antiquity, see J. Lennox, 'The disappearance of Aristotle's
 biology: A Hellenistic mystery', in J. Lennox, Aristotle's philosophy of biology (Cambridge 2001)
 110-25.

 121 Alexander of Aphrodisias, de An. 5.4-9; cf. 6.2-3: ovaia ļisvioi éicáiEpov atraSv. cbç yàp f| vXt',
 oifccoç Ôè Kai tò (pvaucòv eiôoç ovaia. See Caston, 'Epiphenomenalisms' (n.57, above), I. Kupreeva,
 'Qualities and bodies: Alexander against the Stoics', Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy 25
 (2003) 296-344, M. Rashed, Essentialisme: Alexandre d'Aphrodise entre logique, physique et
 cosmologie (Paris 2007).
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 1 94 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 constitutive of the simple body a form of the element. This may reflect a view according
 to which form is substance in a different sense from that in which both matter and

 composite are substances. This view has been attested for Boethus:

 (T27) Boethus apud Simplicius in Cat. 78.10-20 Kalbfleisch
 (1) Boethus says to this that the account of the primary substance suits, of all
 [meanings], both matter and composite substance. (2) For it belongs to each of
 them both not to be said of anything and not to be in any subject. (3) For neither

 of them is inherent in something else. (4) However, the composite, even though it
 is not inherent in something else, has in it the form which is which is inherent in

 something else, namely matter, (5) whereas matter has nothing in it that is
 inherent in something else. (6) So both have something in common and something
 that is different, since matter is the matter of something, qua matter and subject,

 but composite substance is not of something. (7) But in this way, says Boethus,
 matter and composite are subsumed under the category of substance, but form will

 remain outside the category of substance, but will fall under some other category:
 quality, quantity, or some other.122

 This position has been termed 'nominalism' in a recent study by Marwan Rashed.123
 Galen's account of the structure of the simple body agrees with this approach. Galen insists

 that qualities and bodies belong to different predication-based groupings, and in (T26.5)
 speaks of body as the substance of that which is changing. At the same time, he emphasizes

 the causal role of elemental qualities, making them into the principles of elemental change
 and elemental constitution. This, along with the distinction between simple predication and

 predication 4 by prevalence', allows him to avoid confusing the elemental quality, which is

 constitutive of a simple body, with the quality which inheres in a composite substance and is
 dependent on it. Even though form/quality is not accorded the status of substance in the

 predication-based ontology, the elemental qualities retain their causal role as the principle of
 change and constitutive principles of the elements. It is not clear to what extent Galen draws

 on the existing sources in formulating this view. He is certainly familiar with current
 Peripatetic literature and debates. But even if this is Galen's own reconstruction of the

 Aristotelian position, it offers us a good perspective on how the non-substantial account of

 form in the early Peripatetic commentaries on the Categories could be made to agree with
 the role of form in the theory of change and in hylomorphic theory. Moreover, Galen seems
 to see no contradiction between this approach and Aristotle's definition of soul as form and

 substance. His view is apparently that the concept of substance is applied homonymously in

 122 (T27) (1) arcavxwv 5è rcpòç xaûxa ó BórjGoę xòv xr1ç rcpcoxriç oúaíaç Xójov Kai rrļ iftt] Kai ico

 (TUV08TCÛ 8cpap|ióxT£iv (pTjoív. (2) eKaxépco yàp aòxéòv viiáp%£i xò ļiiļie Ka0' vnoKeinévov xivòç
 Xéyea0ai ļnrļxe év imoKsijiévco xivl eivar (3) oóôéxepov yàp aòxôv év aXk($ éoxív. (4) àXXà xò jièv
 oóv0exov, Kav 'ir' év aXXxù êaxív, exei xò eíôoç xò év éauxœ év a^Aco ovxi xrj ')Xr), (5) r| 5è f| vXr' oúÔè

 £%ei xi ô év aXKty éoxív (6) Kaì koivòv otiv xi exovoi Kal ôiácpopov, Kaôóoov t| jièv i5A,rļ xivóç éoxív

 í)A.T1, Ka0ò Í5X.T1, coo7tep Kai vrcoKeiļievov, t| 8è crúv0exoç ovaia otjk eoxiv xivóç. (7) àkX* ovxcoç |iév,

 (ptļciv ó Bór|0oç, f| vfo] Kal xò CTÓV08XOV t)7rax0Tļaovxai xrļ xÍ1ç oúaíaç Kaxr|yopía, xò ôè eiôoç xfjç jièv

 otxríaç 8kxòç eaxai, ím' aXkr'v ôè 7ieaeíxai Kaxnyopíav, fjxoi xr|v 7ioióxT1xa iļ 7roaóxi1xa iļ aAliļv xivá.

 123 Which should be consulted for further details: Rashed, Essentialisme (n.121, above).
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 the cases of matter, composite, and form.124 And indeed Boethus in (T27.4-6) can provide

 support for such a view, even though he does not extend the principle of homonymy to form

 in that particular discussion.

 Appendix: Do the elements exist in a pure state?

 In the course of his argument against the Pneumatists, Galen seems to make use of the
 claim that the cosmic elements are always found in a mixed state and do not exist in a
 pure state. This is supposed to counter the claim of the Pneumatists according to which the

 elements of a living body are not the cosmic elements, because these latter are impossible
 to find within a living body.

 The view according to which the elements do not exist in a pure form seems to be a
 popular subject of philosophical discussions in the second century. Proclus attributes it to
 Numenius:

 (T28) Numenius, fr. 51 des Places = Proclus, in Tim. II, 9.4-5 Diehl
 Numenius who believes that everything is mixed holds that nothing is simple. 125

 This view is criticized by Alexander of Aphrodisias in Mant. 7 in a form which suggests
 Platonic tradition as its source, since the text goes back to the text of Ti. 31b. Here, Plato,

 before introducing the four elements, says that nothing can be bodily without being both

 tangible and visible. Since visibility belongs to fire and tangibility to earth, this text is
 interpreted as saying that every body has to contain all elements. 126

 Galen's position seems difficult to pin down. This is how he argues against the
 Pneumatists:

 (T29) Galen, Hipp.Elem. 1.453.15-454.1 1 K = 98.6-15 De Lacy.
 ... (1) So if you are looking for earth in animals, you can see (in them) the kind of
 earth that you see also in the cosmos; but earth that is unmixed, complete, and by

 itself you would not easily find even in the cosmos; similarly you would not find

 water that is pure and not mixed with all the rest, and the same is true of fire and

 air; all have been adulterated by other kinds of things and mixed with them, and

 they all received a larger or smaller share of each other. (2) But even in a mixture
 the form of the prevailing element will appear clearly to someone who has
 intellect. (3) Do not then look for anything unmixed in the bodies of animals
 either, but be content, when you see this part cold and dry and solid, to call earth

 to mind, and when you see that part rarefied and wet and fluid, to think of
 127

 water.

 124 It seems that a similar approach to the concept of principle is taken in Galen's interpretation of
 Aristotle's account of the soul as form and substance, see e.g. gy4MIV.783.3-9 K.

 125 (T28) N0')ļniļvi0(; |ièv ow návxa jienfyGai olójievoç oúõèv ofexai sīvai árctarôv.

 126 Alexander, Mant. 7, see discussion and some references in Alexander of Aphrodisias,
 Supplement to On the soul , trans. R. W. Sharpies (London 2004) 80-85.

 127 (T29) (1) ©gt', ei Çr|xeîç èv xoîç Çcooiç yfļv, sxeiç 0eáoao0ai TOiauTTļv, oiav kolv t© | kógjico, xf|v

 5' aļiiKTOV xe Kal 7iavxeX,fj Kaì 'iövi'v oí>k áv ovó' sv ekeívco paôícoç éÇeúpoiç, ©arcep ovó' i)5cop
 KaOapòv Kai à^iiyèç árcávxcúv xœv aXkow ot>8è 7rôp oů5' àépa- vevóOeuxai yàp arcavxa xoîç
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 1 96 PHILOSOPHICAL THEMES IN GALEN

 Numenius's interpretation of Plato's argument requires every perceptible body to consist
 of the mixture of all elements (fire and earth in order to be visible and tangible, air and
 water in order to retain the balance of the mixture). By contrast, Galen's argument does
 not seem to require all bodies to be mixtures, at least not on those grounds. Yet Galen
 claims in (T29.1) that there are no unmixed elements anywhere in the cosmos, meaning
 that as a matter of fact it is impossible to discover pure elements in the cosmos. Then he

 goes on to argue in (T29.2) that there are the elements nonetheless 'for anyone who has
 intellect'. The reference to 'intellect' seems to be crucial here, as Galen suggests that we
 should not expect to encounter the elements qua pure states, but that it is still possible, on

 the basis of perceiving particular properties, to infer a combination of elemental bodies
 sufficiently strong to produce such perceptible properties. His argument in (T29.2) and (3)
 seems to be directed against the Pneumatist appeal to sense perception in establishing
 evidence for the animate or inanimate elements.

 éxepoyevéai Kal avaļieļiucuai Kal ļieieūaļcpev iļ ļia>Aov àXkr'k(ùv r' rjxxov. (2) àXká toi kcxv xfj ^íÇei
 xoîç ye voöv ëxovaiv t| xoû Kpaiowroç íôéa cpaívexai. (3) jafļ xoívuv ļiiļS' év xoîç tcòv Çcpcov acojiaaiv
 ajIlKTÓV Tl Çf|T8l, akV àpKEÍTG) COI TODxl ļlSV Vļ/D^pOV Kal ^TļpOV Kal 7Tl)KVÒV ÍÔÓVTl TO JlÓplOV

 dvaļiviļo0Tļvai yfjç, xodxI ô' àpaiòv Kal ijypòv Kal pvxòv elç ewoiav i)5axoç àcpiKéoOai.
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